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ÀBSTRACT

This thesis presents an accurate method of solving the

transport equations associated with semiconductor devices

using a novel finite-element algorithm'

An energy functional for a nonlinear Poisson-like equa-

tion is formed and subseguently minimized in terms of varia-

tional parameters of potential. The functional is shown to

be valid under the Dirichlet, Neumann, and mixed bOundary

conditions. The medium and source are allowed to be arbi-

trary functions of position, time, and potential.

To ful}y describe all transport phenomena' as many as

three, highly-nonlinear partíal differential equations must

be solved simultaneously. For each step of a Newton-Raphson

sequence, a sparse set of linear equations is generated by

applying finite-element discretization over the region of

interest. The resulting system is solved using a direct,

bi facLorization technique.

Both quasi-Iinear and quadratic elenents are implemented

in one, two, and three spatiat dimensions. Time-integration

is handled through a simple backward-difference scheme.

Several possible extensions are discussed and a number of

relevant examPles are Presented.
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Chapter I

TNTRODUCTION

Until recently, the fabrication and characterization of

semiconductor devices has been rargerir an experimental pro-

cess. Analytic models, where they exist' are often crude

and restricted in scope. I.lith the rapid advance of digital

computer technology, it Seems natural that computer aided

design (Cln) tools based on sound numerical techniques will

become more prevalent as device complexity increases.

In order to efficiently simulate the transport processes

associated with semiconductor materials' one requires a mod-

el which is both physicall.y realistic and numerically sta-

ble. Previous researchers have successfully applied varia-

tions of the finite-difference [1, 2, 3] and finite-element

14, 5, 6l methods to a number of semiconductor problems.

Unfortunately, many of the earlier techniques suffer from

lack of generality (e.9. restricted forms of carrier trans-

port) and limited accuracy of solutions.

Undoubtedly, solution of the generalized semiconductor

transport equations is one of the most difficult tasks faced

by device physicists of today. Device behavior is governed

by a set of three highly-nonlinear' partial differential

equations (PDE's) involving both spatial and time-dependence

I



of source and material properties. It is indeed fortunate

that the particular operator associated with these equations

is self-adjoint, thus solution by proven variational techni-

ques becomes feasible.

The method presented here uses ísoparametric finite ele-

ments together with a ful1y implicit Newton-Raphson a19or-

ithrn to achieve accurate electrostatic and Fermi-potentials

with acceptable computational effort. The operator in ques-

tion is similar to the standard Laplacian when inhomogene-

ous, anisotropíc media are involved. In this case, both the

medium and source terms are allowed to be arbitrary func-

tions of potential, position, and time.

Based on a variational approach, âD energy functional is

derived and from it, a large sparse system of linear equa-

tions is formed. The solution to that system represents an

approximation, incorporating a polynomic interpolation

scheme, to the actual field distribution within the device.

Due to the nonlinearity of the problem, one such system is

generated during each iteration of the Newton-Raphson aLgor-

i thm.

A collection of related programs, grouped to form the

MÀNIFESTT system, was written to implement these concepts

and provide a general purpose CAD tool suitable for use by

device physicists and integrated-circuit design engineers.

The programs allow the solution of the general semiconductor

r Manitoba Finite-EIement Semiconductor Tool.

2



transport problem in one, two, or three spatial dinensions.

The treatment of quantum effects are not included at pres-

enti carrier transport is described by a macroscopic mobili-

ty which may however depend upon position. Transient simu-

Iations are implemented via a simple backward-difference

scheme. Various pre- and post-processing programs provide

support for data preparation and display. Additionally,

users may select between quasi-Iinear and quadratic elements

when optimizing program speed and accuracy.

Several novel extensions to the basic Newton-Raphson aI"

gorithm have been incorporated into MÀNIFEST. To improve

stability, âD automatic step-limiting feature calculates an

optimum deacceleration matrix if the iterative procedure be-

gins to diverge. When running two- or three-dimensional

simulations, the user may choose to utilize the disk-swap-

ping controller which avoids recalcuLation of the elementary

system matrices.

Many of the proofs presented in this thesis were drawn

( indirectfy) from Mikhlin's book "Variational Methods in

Mathematical Physics" 17), which describes in detail the

principle of variational analysis as applied to energy func-

tionals. The set of lecture notes nFinite Elements for

Technologistsn [8], was also instrumental in formulating the

concepts presented here. In particular, several of the

proofs in Chapter III (which also appear in Ref. t8l) can be

attributed to A. Wexler. For an excellent introduction to

3



the topics covered by this thesis, readers are referred to

Kurata's book, nNumerical Analysis for Seniconductor De-

vices" Ig] which influenced much of chapter II. Documenta-

tion on the MÀNIFEST system may be found in either of two

companion voLumes to this thesis. The nMANIFEST User's

Guide" [10] (see Appendix À) details many of the program's

inner workings and outlines its associated command language'

The "MÀNIFEST Installation Guide" [1t] provides source list-

ings and aids the user when installing the system on his (or

her) own computer. Portions of this thesis have been pub-

lished or presented at conferences. They are lisÈed in ref-

erences l0z-65J.

In summary, this thesis presents a meLhod of simulating

semiconductor device transport using modern finite-element

techniques. The method is based on minimizing an energy

functional while simultaneously applying a Newton-Raphson

iteration to handle medium and source nonlinearities' AI-

though many improvements are still possible, the resulting

CÀD package (UaHfFEST) incorporates many state-of-the-art

features not found in other design tools'

4



ChaPter II

SEMI CONDUCTOR.DEVI CE PHYSICS

Before atternpting to solve the generalized semiconductor

transport equations, a brief review of the associated device

physics is in order. As the information in this chapter is

presented in a rather cursory faShion, readerS are encour-

aged to consult the references for a more detailed discus-

sion" AS a general comment, much of this chapter is adapted

from Kurata [9, Chapter 2) (who in turn appears to have re-

lied heavily on Smith, Sze, and Adlet l]-2, 13, 141)'

2 "I CÀRRI ER coNcENTRATI ONS

A pure, crystatline semiconductor has ân intrinsic carri-

er density given bY:

3/) \/2
4m. m.. )de on

(e - e.) dE4n( (2"1)
n.

a f;
c

expl( E - Er )/KT) +1
h

Assuming the validity of Bol-tzmann statistics and an equal

effective mass for electrons and holes, (Z.t) reduces to

E
g

ñ2n.
l-

5

(2.2)



for a bandgap energy of Eg. For each electron created in

such a crystal, a corresponding hole must also appear since

the only means of populating conduction-band states is by

emptying valence-band states. thus the intrinsic hole den-

sity must also egual ni. For silicon, ni evaluates to

1.5xtolo cm-3 at 300K.

The conductivitY

o = qunn + gunp (2'3)

with D=p=nir electron mobility Ur, = 1500 cm? sec-] v-I, and

hore mobiliLy þn = 450 cm2 sec-I v-1, is seen to be onry

4.'7xI0-6 Ohm cm-1. This implies that pure ( intrinsic ) sili-

con has a very low conductivity at room temperature.

If a sma1l quantity of appropríate impurities are intro-

duced into the crystal, the energy-band structure is per-

turbed and an extrinsic conduction property may be observed'

Dopants of valence five (such as Às, P, or Sb) creat'e energy

Ievels close to the conduction band' Thus they are able to

donate free electrons to the crystal structure and produce

an n-type semiconductor. Conversely, dopants of valence

three (such as Ga, B, or A1) accept valence electrons and

give riSe to p-type semiconductors. Near room temperature'

n=Nd for n-type materials and p=N" for p-type materials"

In thermal equilibrium, the product of electron and hole

concenÈrations is independent of doping and equal to nlt

2n.
l_

(2 .4)pn
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For contemporary semiconductor devices '

acceptor concentrations can be controlled

lo13 to Lozr cm-3.

the donor and

over a range of

¿"¿ cèlìRI ER MOBI LI TI ES

Free electrons and holes are the important charge carri-

ers whose transport determines the current through the semi-

conductor device. One of the basic quantities related to

carrier transport is mobility. Assume, for the moment, that

a constant potential is applied across a uniformly doped

semiconductor which is also isotropic (e.g. silicon) ' If vre

average aII microscopic scattering effects over sufficently

Iong distances and periods of time, w€ observe a net carrier

drift either with or against the applied electric field (de-

pending on whether Ìroles or electrons are being considered) "

That is

v=n -uE'n and v uE'p (2.5)

where E is the electric field, Þn and Up are the electron

and hole mobilities, and tn and vn are their corresponding

drift velocities. In general, carrier mobility is not con-

stant; rather it depends upon the host material, its impuri-

ty concentratíon, and the field strength'

If the drift velocity depends upon the direction of the

electric field, the medium is said to be anisotropic' This

can happen if the crystal structure of the semiconductor un-

p

7



der study contains certain, inherent asymmetries (e.9. Wurt-

zite structures, which occur in eI¡1, GaN, and ZnSe) [15]'

In this case, the scalar mobilities of (2.5) must be re-

placed by an appropriate second or third rank dyadic tensor'

More wilt be said about anisotropic materials in Section

2.7 .

In general, âD increase in impurity concentration,

well as in field strength, enhances the scattering rate,

creasing mobilities in the following manner Í9, p. 111:

as

de-

u'nax u'ml-n

'{
[,'J1"'

(2 .6)

1
+u

[trt""J"
+f 1+1+

The

tor

constant values are tabulated in Àppendix B and the fac-

t

0

(2.7)f I ro.lll2 
-l

Lrt"nçl

takes into account carrier-to-carrier scattering at hígh

jection Levels. Note that f should be set to zero under

to moderate injection levels.

in-
low

I



2.3 CURRENT -TRANSPORT EOUATIONS

If the carrier density is spatially nonuniforrn' a diffu-

sion current occurS of magnitude proportional to the density

gradient; that is

and
+
J

P:diff (2.9)in,¿irr = eDf n = -oD Vp'p -

where D and
n D denote diffusion constants for electrons and

p

holes. In addition, the drift current occurs such that its

magnitude is proportional to the field and the respective

carrier density:

3
+

ou nE and
-)lJp,drift = quPPt' with r - -Vô (2.e)

n, drift Q

The total conduction current is given by the sum of the dif-

fusion and drift comPonents; thus:

->

Jr., = oDrrvn - qur-,nvQ"
( 2.10 )

( 2.11)

(2.t2)

( 2.13 )

+
J = -onf - qupvÓs

p

Using the Einstein relationshiPs

and defining the quasi-Fermi levels 0n and 0o such that

or,=Tu'

=Suq'P%

(0" - On)]n 'i "4Þ

9

(2.14)



P

+
J

'i .rçÞ ,*o - ,"rl (2.15)

( 2.16 )

(2.19)

the conduction currents can be written as

0nn

#=-|v'in*.o-*n

-ou nV

+
d-p -cuolvôn (2 .t7 )

2.4 CONTr NU]TY EOUATIONS

The continuity equations, which hold separately for elec-

trons and holes, are a statement of the conservation of

charge within a semiconductor. That is

Þ = 
1 o . i' + cn - Rn (2.1g)atq

where Grr, an êre the generation rates for electrons and

holes; and Rr, *O are their respective recombination rates'

Shock}ey-Read-HalI (SnH) statistics constitute the most

common model of carrier recombination (through defects in

semiconductors with indirect bandgaps, such as silicon) used

for device modelling. Written for the case of single-ener-

-10



gy-leve1 recombination centers

2

R=R R
Pn = 

Pt-ti

tr.,(n+tI)*tn(l+Pt)
(2.20)

T andn

where

T

(2.2r)

P1 = n1 e>ç
Et Eri

(2.22)

The electron and hole minority-carrier lifetimes,

, can be written under low-injection conditions, as

I
th\ (2.23)

(2.24)

where o' and on are theÍr respective capture cross-sections,

tif, is the thermal velocity of free carriers, and N, is the

volume density of the trapping centers.

Under certain conditions, the excess carrier densities

may be very large and Auger recombination becomes important.

In this process, âD electron-hole pair can vanish without

the aid of a trapping center. The simplest expression de-

fu- - util
nt : n1 exP l.--Tf-J

p

Tp

nT

OVp

1
or,tthNt

11



scribing this Phenomenon is

%'"e = r(n2p * p2r) (2.25)

with r=2x10-51 cm6 s-l for silicon'

Aside from conditions of optical illumination, where one

can set G-=G =Gr the most important carrier generation pro-
np

cess is impact ionization. In high electric fields, carri-

ers traveling through the semiconductor crystal gain suffi-

cient energy to ímpact ionize the bonds ' producing

electron-hoIe pairs. Generation by impact ionization l'9, p'

141 is given bY

(2 "26)rjnrJ

with ionization rates 0n, op

0pc = åþ"ti"
+

of

dn

cÌp

irAn
exP

bn

rTi

bp

(2.27 )

(2 "28)A
P

EX?
rl

+
E

Appropriate constants for equations Q.Zl) and (2.28) are

tabulated in APPendix B.

l2



2.5 POISSONIS EOUATION

The relation between the space-charge density and the

electrostatic potential is described by Poisson's equation:

v.tËvqrl=-q(N¿-N.*P-n) (2.29)

Generally, the permittivity is an inhomogeneous, âoisotropic

tensor; but for most elemental semiconductors (e.g. Si, Ge)

ã is often taken to be a constant scalar. The spatial dis-

tributions of the impurity concentrations N, and Nd are re-

ferred to as the doPing Profile:

N
dope

(2.30 )

Ultimate1y, the fundamental behavior of any given device is

determined explicitly by the doping profiJ.e and the appro-

priate boundarY conditions.

2.6 BOUNDÀRY CONÐITIONS

In order to fully define deterministíc problems relating

to Poisson's equation, the appropriate boundary conditions

must be specified. These include the Dirichlet,

0 = e(s)
Þ

(2.31)

Neumann,

= h(s) Q "32)

= N. - Noa

-evon
S
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and mixed

â .ãvo o0 = h(s)
S

+
(2.33)

S

boundary conditions. Note that the Neumann boundary is just

a special case of the mixed condition. In standard semicon-

ductor problems, the mixed boundary seems to have little di-

rect application.
Similar to the Neumann boundary, is the (interior) inter-

face condition

â . (ãroo - ãroo>li = qtil (2'34)

which relates the change in normal flux across a disjoint

interface to the surface charge on that interface. The pri-

mary motivation for including such a condition is to model

semiconductor devices with interface-contro]led transport

mechanisms (e.g. schottky barriers, Mos devices, ot grain-

boundary behaviour in polycrystalline materials).

2.7 ANT SOTRO PIC MÀTERIÀLS

It is well known that flux density' and potential gradi-

ents are related through a proportionality constant' Let Ë

describe the material properties associated with the region

of interest. It shall be represented as a dyadic tensor'

If ã can be reduced to a positive, diagonal matrix [', the

2 In the case of Poísson's equation, tþe flux in.question is
the ELECTRIC 

-niUi-ãsiociaúed with the electric displace-
ment vector D. -Fot the current continuity equations, the
if"* is the PÀRTIAL CARRIER CURRENTS Jn and 'n'

T4



medium is said to be orthotropic. Physically, each compo-

nent ã' represents a quantity (such as conductivity or per-

nittivity) relating fietd strength to flux density along the

local principal axis of that medium. Às the principal axis

may change direction throughout the region of interest,

(e.g. due to grain-reorientation in a polycrystalline semi-

conductor) | a unitary matrix T can be defined which relates

the local coordinate system to the physical coordinate sys-

ten. The principal-axis transformation [16, p. 138]

eo. trq¡ e*"

'y*'w 'y,

(2.35)

to, ûr,û* * 
'r,o 

u"\ + t*, û*û,

- * eyx ûyE + r- ûuûy + eu, iyi,
¡-îîL¡^^^^- 'z* uzux ' try u..9y * 'r, 

uru,

then generates the symmetric tensor Ë'

In general, the component,s of (2.35) are easily computed

if one knows ,i*, ,n, ''r, and the relation between the

IocaI and reference coordinate systems. For inhomogeneous

media, the components of ã wiII be functions of position'

By simple exPansion, one can verifY

ü' <ã' ül = rü' ãl' ü=ü' e' u (2 "36)

for an arbitrary vector ü. Note that if the medium is iso-

tropic, Exx =ryy=èr, anil ã reduces to a scalar'

EÊzx
ÊzzTy

15



2.8 BASIC DEVICE MODELLING

Collecting the current-transport equations (2.16 and

2.!7r, the continuity equations (2.18 and 2,]-9), and Pois-

son's equation (2.2g'), Ieads to a system of three coupled

nonlinear Poisson-Iike, equations which must be solved for

the electrostatic potential Os and quasi-Fermi potentials

ór,' oot

v'<ãvo=t=-q(P-¡*too*) (2'37)

( 2.38 )

(2.39)

To ensure the development of a welL-posed problem, an appro-

priate set of boundary/ínterface conditions must also be

specified.
For any given problem, the doping profile (Nd-Na) speci-

fies the device (e.g, diode, transistor, oF thyristor) under

investigation. Likewise, the boundaries model the operating

conditions of that device. In the simplest sense, Dirichlet

boundaries are akin to voltage sources while Neumann bounda-

ries represent current Sources. Note that a zeto Neumann

V ' (urrnVS )n ['"-*"-PJ

Although (z.Sl , 2.38 , . and 2,39 ) e

form oi Poisson's equation, we must
dium and source terms are nonl-inear
anv characteristic. Hence, for a
reäombination expressions, the ass
not be strictlY LaPlacian.

l_6

v.<þonr=-þn-b ån]

ach appear to have the
remember that the me-
and rnay assLtme nearlY

rbitrary mobilitY and
ociated oPerators may



boundary is equivalent to zeto flux crossing that interface.

In etfect, this is the same as encapsulating the device in a

perfect insulator. This fact will be extremely useful to us

when the variational method is developed in the next chap-

ter.

2.9 GREEN' S TDENTI TI ES

Before proceeding with our discussíon of variational

methods, it will be useful to state Green's theorem in a

form suitable for our use.

For arbitrary u and v note the relation:

v . u(ãvv) = vu' (ãvvt + uv' (ãvv)

Integrating and applying the divergence theorem gives

(z .40')

( 2.41)

for Green's first identitY.

Now exchange the roles of u and v and subtract the result

from (2.4].) t

tu(ãw)-v(evu)l'ñ¿s
(2 .42)

I to,-, . <ãwl + uv ' cãwl - vv cãvul - vv (ãvu) ] dr¿

)

u(=ew).âa== [vu ' (evv) + uv ' (ãvv)] do

{so,In orthotroPic media, ã = e

I

vu'(ãvvl=vv'tãvul

T7
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(2.44l.

Àf ter substituting (2.43) int,o (2.42) we obtain

a-t=

= | [uv ' (evv) - vv ' (ãvu)] do
)

tu(evv)-v(ãvu)l'ñ¿s

for Green's second identitY.

-18



ChaPter I I Ï

VARIATTONÀL PRINCI PLES

The technigue used to solve the equations of the preced-

ing chapter involves forming a functionaL which assumes a

minimum (or at least stationary) value when the solution to

ttre problem is substituted. Although several such function-

als can be written e.g. those based on a least squares

approach the one chosen here is derived from the princi-

ple of rninimum f ree energy.

Provided a given linear operator satisfies a number of

conditions, most notably those of self-adjointness and posi-

tive-definiteness, one can guarantee stable convergence for

the associated numerical processes [7, 8]. In practice,

problems which do not fully satisfy these requirements may

still work rather wefl. Experience, to a large degree, in-

dicates what liberties one may take in order to obtain ac-

ceptable results.
Unfortunately, the operators associated with semiconduc-

tor physics are highly nonlinear. Hence, any guarantee of

uniqueness wilI generally not apply. If, however, Some mod-

erate restrictions are placed on the form of the medium, the

non.r-inearity should not affect the energy minimization prin-

ciple. The Newton-Raphson algorithm, which wiIl be de-

19



scribed in the next chapter, solves a nonlinear problem by

generating a sequence of simpler, Iinear problems. Thus, to

ensure a legitimate solution to a nonlinear equation, it is

sufficient to just,ify the variational basis of the finite-

element algorithm for the linear case only. Those readers

with interest in nonlinear magnetostatics should note that

much of this chapter was written to follow a parallel devel-

opment with Chapter rII of Ref. [17].

3.1. PHYSICÀL BASIS

The solution to nany physical problems is often obtained

when the system under consideration achieves its minimum po-

tential energy. For example, the magnetostatic fields of

common inductors and the electrostatic fields of capacitors

are such that their stored energy is minimized. Àlthough it

is not always true that potential energy is strictly mini-

mized, these ideas do provide an intuitive basis for the

variational aPProach.

Most common operators associated with these physical

problems possess two important properties: they are symme-

trical, and they are positive-definite.

The first property is a direct result of the reciprocity

between a field's cause and íts effect. Often problems as-

sociated with truly anisotropic materials do not possess

symmetrical operators. A symmetrical differential operator

can be shown to be self-adjoint. Additionally, any corre-

20



sponding inverse operators as more than one may exist

will also be symmetrical 1,7 , p. 291 .

The second property is related to the energy content of

the field. À system governed by a semi-definite or indefi-

nite operator may be able to change states without addition-

aI energy. On the other hand, a system described by a defi-

nite operator does require energy to effect such a change.

However, this change may occur with an arbitrarily small

amount of energy e¡(pended over a sufficiently long period of

time, In practice, the stricter requirement of being posi-

tive-bounded-below (or alternatively negative-bounded-above)

may occur" This implies that a minimum amount of energy

must be expended in order to achieve a new state. Linear,

definite operators which are also self-adjoint possess

a unique inverse Í7, PP. 74'75J.

SeIf-Ad ioint Operators

For a given operator L, the adjoint operator

fined by

(lurv> = (urLaV)

If L=Lur the operator is said to be self-adjoint.

the equation

l¡=-v'tãvul

L is de"
a

(3.1)

Consider

(3.2')

2L



with the inner product defined as

(UrV) = (VrU) = uv df,l (3.3)

Using the first form of Green's identity' one can see:

<hrv> - (prlY) 
= [u ' (ãvul - v ' (ãvu)] ' ñ as (3.4)

Clearly, L is self-adjoínt provided the surface integral of

(3.4) vanishes.

Now consider the following homogeneous bounCary condi-

tions for a given scalar field 0

0 =0 (3.5)
S

ñ . (rvol =Q (3.6)
S

+o0 -0 (3.7)ñ ' (ãv4¡
S

which u and v also satisfy. Obviously conditions (3'5) and

(3.6), together or individually, imply a vanishing surface

integral. with regard to the mixed condition, note that

b

and

ñ'(evu)=-ou

ñ.(ãvvl=-ov

(3.8)

(3"e)

22



[v(ou) - u(ov)] ds (3.10)

which is identically zero.

Posit ive-Def in ite operators

A symmetric operator L is said to be positive-definite

if, for any function u within its domain:

<Luru> ( 3 .11)

To demonstrate that L is positive-definite, we shall use the

second form of Green's identity with u=0:

Substituting (3.8) and (3.9) into (3.4) produces

O(eVO)'âds= tvô . rãvol + 0v (ãvo) I dfì

ul0
u=0

l>o
t=o

(3.12)

ds)l:
( eVQIn

thus showing

The last term of (3'12) is simPlY

-<i4 'Ô>
( 3.13 )

and t,he lef t-hand side may be written as

(3.14)

<1,ô 
'0> = VO . (eVÔ) dn - orâ . (ãvôll ¿s ( 3.15 )

For the homogeneous Dirichlet (3.5) and Neumann (3.6)

boundary conditions, the surface integral of (3.15) vanish-

lo

23



es.

and

Under the homogeneous rnixed condition (3'7),

ñ . (ãvol -oô
S S

( 3.16 )

(3.17)

( 3.18 )

(3.1e)

( 3.20 )

otâ . tãvo>l ds = - o0 ds

thus leading to

2

2
<l,S rQ> = VO ' (evÔ) ¿n + ds

which is zero provided Ö is zero. Let:

oQ

-)
E=-Vô

Thus if
+:*
E (eE)>0

and

+ -> ( 3.21)É,'(E'E)>o

both integrands of (3.18) are strictly positive and hence L

is positive-definite.
The condition under which (3.20) is true may be discov'

ered by considering when

oO2 ,0 (3"22)

where Ë, represents the diagonali.zed f orm of ã. Writing E'

and Ë' in dyadic notation and performing the required expan-

24



sion leads to

)t*.8;

As E-' E.¡ly

+
( 3.23 )

, and Ezate arbitrary; ti*, 'iy, and 'L, must

t*,ti + e'rx?"> o

all be greater than zeto for relation (3.22) to be true'

This may be interpreted as a statement that ; must have a

positive-definite form (i.e. ã' has real, Positive eigenva-

Iues).

From the above discussion, one can see that both terms of

(3.L8) are in fact nonnegative. If a suitable Ë e*ists, tbe

complete inner product will be positive for any nonzero Ö'

Thus the operator is positive-definite under the stated

boundary conditions.

Un igueness o f Solution

A Iínear, Posítive-definite operator

than one solution. Às proof 177, assume

( u, and uz) exist and define

u E ul-u2

as the difference field. Since

L(ur - uz) Lu E 0

t,hen

can

that

have no more

two solutions

( 3.24 )

(3.25)

(Luru) - Q

25
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Because L is positive-definite, <Lu,u> can vanish only when

u is zeto. Therefore u1 must eQual u2 and the solution is

proven unique. If L is semi-definite or nonlinear, multiple

solutions must be anticiPated.

3.2 THE EXTREMUM FORMULATION

As seen earlier, the variational method requires a suita-

ble energy functional. Mikhlin Í.7, pp. 318-3281 provides

the required form as a theorem. For simplicity, a real vec-

tor space is assumed, but the exÈension to a generalized

Hilbert space is not difficult.

Homoqeneous Boundar i es

For the deterministic Problem,

Lu f. (3 "27 )

the functional to be minirnized is

F (Luru)-2(urf'> ( 3 " 28 )

where f and u are assumed

Iar or vector) and L is a

act solution to (3.27 ) in

as

F E (Lur¡¡)-2<urLuO>

to be real functions (either sca-

real operator. Let us bê the ex-

which case (3.28) can be rewritten

(3 "29)

26



Àdding and subtracting ( Luo,uo) from (3.29)

F = 4 Lur u ) - 2 ( ur LuO > f < Lug, uO ) - 4 Luo, uo )

= ( Lu, ¡¡ ) - 2 ( LuO, tl )f < Lug, tlo ) - 4 LuOr uo )

- < L(u- uo), u )* < Lus, (uo - u) > - < L uor u0 )

( 3.30 )

and as the operator is self-adjoint:

F = < Lur (u- uo) > - < Luo, (u- uo) > - < Luo. u0 )

= < L(u- uo), (u- uo) > - < Luo, uo )
( 3.31)

Furthermore, if L is also positive-definite, the last term

of the functional is positive (provided a nonzero solution

exists) and the first term is nonnegative. Thus when u=ugr

F assumes its minimum value

Stat ionar ity o f the Functional

Once a functional has been given,

tionary point through application of

cretization procedure. If us causes

come stationary, s€ wish t,o show:

1. That us is a solution to the

tioni and

2. The value of the functional is

Assume us causes F to be stationarY

arbitrary function. Thus

u a uo+Cn

we shall seek a sta-

the Rayleigh-Rit,z dis-

the functional to be-

original operator equa-

actually at a mÍnimum.

and let n represent an

27
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is also an

Subst i tut ing

arbitrary function for some real number c

(3.92) into (3.28) and exPanding

completely arbítrary, (3.36) ís satisfied if and

F < Luor uo ) +0 < Luo, n > + O < Ln' uo >

+c2 < Ln, n > - 2( uor f > - 2 c< rì, f >

( 3.33 )

while differentiating with respect to c aives:

dF
dc

<Luorrl )f <Lnru0)+2U<Llrn>-2<nrf > (3.34)

By hypothesis, the staticnary point of (3.34) occurs when 0

equals zero so

<Luorrl )+<Lnruo)-2<1rf > = 0 (3.3s)
c-0
L is also self-adjoint:

4Luo-frî> 0 (3.36)

dF
da

and if

Àsn
only

1s

if

Luo f. ( 3.37 )

identically. In other words, the function us that makes F

stationary must be the solution to the original equation.

To show that this solution actually rninimizes the func-

tional, wê differentiate (3.35) again yielding:

ET â 2<Ln,t> (3,38)
da2
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If L is positive-definite, equation (3.38) is always

gative. Thus the solution occurs at a minimum of F.

IarIy ì a negative-definite operator will maximize the

tional. Note however that multiple solutions must be

ipated if seni-definite or indefinite operators

considered.

nonne-

Simi-

func-

ant ic-
are

I nhomo oeneous BoundarÍes

In order to include the case of inhomogeneous boundary

conditions, $te shal} ref ormulate the problem to t'hat of an

equivalent homogeneous case v¡ith additional source terms.

We express the boundary condition as

Bu b (s) (3.39)
a

where B is
now assume

and define

V E U-tt

Note that w is

tial equation,

conditions.

As B is a

not assumed to

it need only

be a solution

satisfy the

(3"40)

to the differen-
desired boundary

a linear operator defined along the boundary" We

that a function w exists which satisfies (3.39)

linear operator,

Bv Bu-Bw G 0
( 3.41)
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which is equivalent to a

v. Considering v as the

solve

homogeneous boundarY

unknown quant,itY and

condition

attempt i ng

rn

to

Lv E fr (3,42)

If us is a solution, then

vo = xo-w (3.43)

and so

Lvo - L(uo-w) E f-Lw (3'44)

Àt this point, the equivalent source term

fr a f -L!r (3.45)

is introduced'

Solv i ng

Lv ¿ ff (3.46)

under homogeneous boundary conditions requires minimization

of the functional

F a (Lvrv)-21v, fr> (3.47)

As vo and w are both known, us rnay then be easily recovered'

However, by eliminating v from (3.47 ) -- through substitu-

tion of (3.40) -- it becomes apparent that w need not be

found at all.
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F = <L(u-w)r(u-w)>

= <Lurg)-21utf.

*2<wrf>-(Lw¡w

Fínally, substituting (3.40) into (3 .47') ,

< (u - w), (f - Lw) >

urLw> <

terms (to be called F*)

inhomogeneous boundary

2

>+< (3.48)

being

condi -

where both f and w are fixed. ÀIthough the last two terms

of (3.48) influence the value of the functional, they do not

affect which uo is needed to achieve minimization. There-

fore, a new functional

F a (Luru)-21ut f >+(urLw> <

may be defined, the

due to the Presence

tions.

Iast two

of the

3.3 BOUNDÀRY CONDTTIONS

Now that the general form of the energy functional has

been developed, we shall proceed to derive F explícitly un-

der the boundary conditions of Section 2.6. In addition, it

fnay be desirable to allow the presence of interior sheet

charges. Although in theory such sources can exist only on

the surface of perfect conductors' they may be useful when

modelling various devíces or active interfaces (e.9. grain

boundaries).
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Di r ichlet Boundar ies

To derive a functional which caters for inhomogeneous

Dirichlet boundaries, let B from (3.39) Ue the identity op-

erator such that

using the symmetrical form of Green's identity:

<0 rlr^;> - <L0 rw) = tw<ãvg> - o(ãvw)l ' ñ ¿s (3.51)

on the surface S, Q(s)=w(s¡=g(s) thus:

<órh> - <L,QeIn7) = te(ãvol - g{ãvw)l ' â as (3.52)

Às the second term on the RHS of (3.52) is not a function of

0, it may be dropped from the functional giving

F = <1,S,0> - 2<0rg> + erãvOl . ñ as ( 3.53 )

By Green's first identitY

e(ãvo) ñ ds = vg . (ãvOl do - <g,L,S>

ol" = e{"t

.r-

( 3.50 )

( 3.54 )

and substituting (3.54) into (3.53)

F = <Lôrô> - 2<0'Þ> + Vg . (eV0) dO - <g,1,0> (3,55)

Finally, using Ó=9 (and remembering that L is self-adjoint)

vO . tãvOl ðs¿ - 2 0P do (3,56)

which wÍI1 be minirnized by the correct potential provided
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that all trial functions satisfy the given Dirichlet condi-

tions.
In the course of this treatment, we have extended the op-

erator's domain to include functions which can only be dif-

ferentiated once [18, p. 15]. The significance of this will

become apparent when lfe wish to generate finite elements us-

ing a linear basis.

Mixed and Neumann Boundar ies

The general form for the mixed boundary condition is giv-

en by

ñ . (ãvo) +o0 = h(s) (3.57)
S S

The last terms of (3.49) are rev¡ritten as

p:!=<$rLr¡>-<l$rw>

(3.s8)

= I t*Cr, - oO) - O(h - ow)l ds
)

which simplifies to
(

¡z',=lcrr,-0h)ds
)

As before, the first term of (g.Sg) may be dropped creating

the nen functional:

(3.59)

(3"60)F = <L0r0> - 2<þrg> - $h ds
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By Green's second identity

0{ãv6¡ ' ñ as<L4'0> =
:

v0 ' (ev0) do-

and so

(3.61)

( 3.62 )

( 3.63 )

f= vo . (ãvo) dn-2 0p do

0(h - oQ) ds - Qh ds

or

(-(
t=,|o*'(evo)*-t,|QPdn

2
2

0hds+ o$ ds

Note the similarity between the volume source p and the sur-

face source h. Note also the formal similarity between the

scalar and dual vector cases [17] (i.e. the curl operator

wilI replace the gradient operator). With a pure Neumann

boundary, the last term of the functional would vanish"

3.4 INTERFACE CONDT TI ONS

There are two well known conditions which must be met at

media interfaces:

0
( 3,64 )

a a
01 2

and

â.(i,.-trtlr=Q(i)

34
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The finite-element method, which is described in Chapter IV,

wilI automatically enforce (3.64). After demonstrating how

to include condition (3.65) , we shaII show how certain

boundary conditions occur naturally without being explicitly

specif ied irr t,he functional.

I nter i or Sheet Charges

In order to demonstrate how the second interface condi-

tion is satisfied, consider Figure 3.1. The total region R

is bounded by the outer surface S0. The boundary on Rr in-

cludes part of So plus aII of Si. A sheet (or "interior

surface" ) charge density Q exists on si'

So

Figure 3.1¡ Simple Region with Two Elements

n̂
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To restate the second interface condition,

->l
or) ItnDt

(3.66)
( n = Q(i)

or

a -ñ.ãrvo I

where $te assume a sheet

interface. Rewriting F*

= Q(i) ( 3.67 )

charge density O exists along the

as

^=n' ttVÔ

¡fc = <Q,bnt> - <Lo,w>

tw(ãv6> - o(ãvw)l ' â as

rwrivo)-oclvwll'â¿"
l_ -L

=T

=l
s1

o<ãvol . â a"

( 3.68 )

(3.59)

( 3.70 )

of an inward

( 3.70 ) into

l"rr*' vo) - ocãrvwl J n ds

and using (3.67)

<Lô'0> = VO ' (eVO) dfì -

the surface integral may be split between each region as

:^
ô(eVô) . n ds

(-^(
= J_ o(ãrv6l . â ¿s - 

,|=^ 
e(ãrv6l . ñ ¿"

'"1 'sz

where the ninus sign(s) result from the choice

normal within R2. Substituting (3'69) and
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( 3.49 )

f=

r-

and applying the interface condition (3.67) gives

(-(
J 

ot . (evol dn - 2) ôp dn

(-=^:^
+ | t*Cãrvo) - O(ervu¡)l' ä - 0(erv0)' n ds

Je"1
(-

+ | -f"cãrvo) - ô(ãrvwll' ñ + 4(erv0) ñ as
tt2

vO ' (eVO) ðs¿ - 2 0P do

( 3.71)

(3.72)
2 0Qas+ vQ ds

S.
a

S.
L

where the surface integrals are now taken over the intersec-

tion of Sr and Sr. Às the last term is not a function of 0,

it may be dropped giving

r- vô . fãvOl do - 2 ôp¿n-Z 0Q ds ( 3 " 73 )
S

as the required functional.

Collecting common terms from (3"56), (3.53) and (3"73)

leads to a functional which will allow for inhomogeneous

Dirichlet, Neumann and mixed boundaries as weII as interior

sheet charges.

Finite-element discretization of the field will lead to a

matrix equation of the form

1

bSE
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where S is associated the Laplacian operator, 0 is the dis-

cretized potential, and b is a column vector due to source

terms. The matrix operator S is positive-definite under all
valid boundary conditions. In summary, the final form of

the functional is:

f= tvo ' (ãvO) - 2Ôpl æ¿

(3.75)

3"5 NÀTURÀL BOUNDARY AND INTERFACE CONDTTTONS

Àlthough the functional of (3.75) was derived from a num-

ber of proven variational principles, there is (as yet) no

guarantee that the function which makes F stationary is the

actual solution to the oríginal physical problem. By writ-

ing, and subsequently minimizíng, the related EuIer equa-

tions, wê shall see that all required boundary and interface

conditions are satisfied naturally by the variational pro-

cess.

Àssume a trial function of the form

ô=0o+ffi (3.76)

where o is a number and n is an arbitrary function. For the

moment , þo and n can be taken as functions that are discon-

+ í <oa'- 2ho) ds - 2[ to u=
J= J".,
-Oa
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tinuous across the element boundary s. .
]-

By hypothesis,

âFl

-tâcl1 ct=o =0 (3 .77 )

Substituting

spect to o,

zero gives:

2(xl
n=lJ

vn (ãvoo) dCI

(3.76) into (3.75),

evaluating at ¡¡=0,

differentiating with re-

and eguating the result to

tvn (ãv0o) - npl ¿o

( 3.78 )

To avoid including the algebra required to obtain this re-

su}t, readers are ref erred to Ref s. [8, pp. 6.22 ; 6.25J and

Àppendix À of t17l for details on the treatment of similar

problems.

Now consider the compound region of Figure 3.1. For

clarity, two elements (Rr and Rz) form the total region R'

Green's identity, written for each region Rn, becomes:

((* J" n(o6o - h) ds - ,J"- 
nQ ds = o

or_

n(ãv6o> â ¿s = 
^lr lSn

Note that n wiIl vanish wherever a Dirichlet boundary ex-

Rn

nv.fãol¿n' 'o

( 3,79 )

2r+r I

n=l J Rn
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ists. Substituting (3.79) into (3.78) produces:

ô)'o
2(xt

n=I J

f= n'''t{ã''voo)
o

n r{-1VAo)f"

n [-v'n
=(eV

n
pl ¿n

Rn

'2
+X

n=1

+ nQ ds
S.

I

â+ooo-hlds

( 3.80 )

dsn
2+I

n=1
n

0

Now examine

cludes part
the third term of (3.80). Observing that Sn in-

of So plus Si t

2
E

n=1
nr,(ãr,voo) dsn

Sn
( 3.81 )

f", rt( tt ^Vó)'nds,o )=
n, ( e 

rVÖo
dsn

S
2

The negative sign on the last tern of (3.81) is due to the

choice of an inward normal for region two.

If continuity of 0 is enforced across the boundary (and

certainly within individual elements)

nt(st) = nr(st) = rl (3,82)
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so (3.81) implies

n[-v ' (ãvoo) - p] ¿n

-f= nt(ãvp ) â+ooo-hlds
o ( 3 " 83 )

( 3.84 )

(3.85 )

(3"86)

.I, ^==niñ . (ervoo - ãrvoo) - Ql ds = o

t

Às n is completety arbitrary, it is apparent that

-v (Evoo) = o

^:n.(eVÖ_)+oó =þ'o 'o

and

â . tãrvoo) - â' (ã2voo) = Q

must aII be true when the functional is stationary.

In summary, equations (g.g¿) through (3.86) verify that

the original problern, along with all necessary boundary con-

dit,ions, have been satisfied. In addition, if the surface

charge density h and surface permittivity o were not includ-

ed in the functional, the natural Neumann boundary condition

becomes

n
:

( eVQo
( 3.87 ))

.>

Dn =Q

öF e{,Er..llTffi&A

{rllìt\

d"d&RÅ
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Similarly, the well known homogeneous interface condition

+
D^lr¿

.>
D.

n-L
( 3.88 )

also occurs naturallY.
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ChaPter IV

THE FIN]TE.ELEMENT METHOD

Having formed an energy functional for use with the La-

placian operator, w€ shall now discretize the problem's re-

gion by the Rayleigh-Ritz technique. In a simple linear

problem, this would lead to a set of linear equations that

must be solved for a vector of node potentials:

(4.1)

The total field would then be given by interpolating those

nodes using the basis functions chosen during the original

discretization process.

When considering the semiconductor transport eguations,

an initial guess to the true soÌution in terms of the

electrostatic and quasi-Fermi potentials is used as the

starting estimate for a Newton-Raphson iteration scheme.

Using that guess, a matrix equation is formed and solved for

a vector of displacement potentials. As the iterations pro-

ceed, the displacements approach zero and the process termi-

nates. As both the media and sources can be functions of

potential, the matrix equation must be re-evaluated on each

i terat i on .

S0 = b
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4.1 VÀRI ATI ONAL FORMULÀTI ON

Consider the operator equation

L0 = -V' (ãVO) = p (4'2)

where, for the moment, L is assumed to be linear, self-ad-

joint, and positive-definite. The solution to (4.2) can be

obtained by minimizing the functional

F=<L4r0>-2<Qrp> (4.3)

Through the use of Green's theorem, (4.3) becomes

(4 .4\

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4"7)

(4"8)

f= (Vô) ' e(vó) do - 2 0p do

As stated, (4.3) is valid only under the Dirichlet

0 = e(s)S"

and homogeneous Neumann

ñ . (ãvOl =QS

and substituting (4.7) into (4.4) while enforcing

boundary conditions but the extension to the case of general

boundaries is straightforward' Discretizing 0 by

deT,0=aQ

0AF
ã]ct
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results in the linear system (4.1) where

(4.e)

and

Þ clp dO
(4.10)

The above scheme describes a purely variational approach

for some arbitrary basis functions o. By choosing o such

that only sma1l, Piecewise continuous regions of space are

covered, wê obtain what is known as the finite-element meth-

od.

4.2 MATRIX GENERATION

Assuming implied summation over repeated subscripts '
(4.1) may be rewritLen as

t S..ó. = S..ó. = þ. (4,11)i al'l 1l'l l-J '"

Tbe system matrix is given bY

(-
S.. = | (vcr,) e(ve.) ¿n (4.12)r-l)rl

and the right-hand side bY

(4"13)

Modellíng the medium by the same basis used for the poten-

I tool ' ã(vor) ¿r¿

)-

or=foipdo
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tial allows ã to be expressed as

e

Rewriting (4.I2) as

with the vector

shape functions,

yields

(4.14)

(4.1s)

fr' ,"pr""enting the gradient of the scalar

substituting (4.14), and factoring out E

T0e

eß. dCI'l
(+

s.. = | ß.r-l J 'L

Expanding the vectors into equivalent matrices

sljx=J<v"rl'a{vorlan

Similarly, the source terms of (4.13) may be factored as

( + :.¡rSij=jBr'o'BjdCI (4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

( 4.19 )

(4.20)

and therefore

Sij = S'i:r "r

bi = B1ie3

where

Bij=fororan

It is important to observe that matrices S* and B are depen-

dent only on the choice of cr and not on medium or source

characteristics. Other terms cf the functional, such as
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those describing the Neumann and mixed boundaries' are fac-

tored into matrix products in a similar manner. In all cas-

êS, terms involving sources will appear on the right-hand

side of (4.1) white terms involving medía migrate into the S

matrix.

until now, little was said about the f orm of the o¿'s.

Each element represents a single, independent component of

the basis used to expand the potential, source, and medium.

In a purely variational context, one might utitize an (even)

Fourier series so that crn=cos(nx) would be an appropriate

choice.

In the finite-element method, the interpolation functions

are defined over localized domains. These "shape functions"

are usually built from polynomic terms (i.e. Lagrangian or

Hermitian forms) but other, related structures exist [19,

20, ztJ.
For development of the MANIFEST system, a combination of

Lagrangian and Serendipityt elements were used. In one-di-

mensional calculations, both linear and quadratic Lagrangían

elements are available. In two dimensions, quasi-linear La-

grange and the eight-node Serendipity element are employed.

During initial development, a nine-node, bi-quadratic La-

grange element nas tested but it proved less reliable (tend-

Serendipity elements are named after the Three Princes of
Serendiþ itro were famous for their chance discoveries.
Unlike Lagrange or Hermitian elements, which use their
corresponãing polynomials ai a basis, _Serendipity elements
were dËveloped- by- acc ident 1.22 , p. 89 I .
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ing to generate spurious oscillatÍons) than the Serendipity

form. At present, the three-dimensional version of MÀNIFEST

onty impleménts a quasi-linear Lagrange element.

As a general comment, the author feels that element

structures of degree greater than tl¡o are not cost effective

for this Xind of simulation. SpIine-Iike basis functions

t¡ave been studied by others 123, 241 but their complexity

and cost seems to outweigh any advantages gained. In Chap-

ter III, only continuity of potential was assumed in deriv-

ing the functionals. In some cases, most notably when a

physical discontinuity of field exists, higher-order conti-

nuÍty may actually hinder the variational process by re-

stricting the set of trial functions available for energy

minimization.

The node-numbering scheme displayed in Figure 4.1 leads

to the scalar shape functions listed in Table 4.L. Às aII
shape functions are regular polynomials, the integrals of

(4.18) and (4.20) can be evaluated via a Gauss-quadrature

scheme [25]. Three, nine, and eight gauss-points are used

in one, two and three dimensions, respectively.

In addition to using the same basis functions for mod-

elling the potential, media, and sources, the shape of each

element can be modified by defining a simple coordinate

transformatíon between globa1 space (i,e. X' Y) and loca1

space (i.e. t, n). For a given element, the mapping is giv-
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Figure 4.1: LocaI Node-Numbering Scheme
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lD: or=(1 -E)+

[0,1] a2 = (E)

TABLE 4.1

ScaIar Shape Functions
(local coordinates)

o-= 212 - 3E + 1

d2 = 4(E - E2>

=zEZ-Ec^

2D or=(1-t)(1-n)
oz= (E)(1 - n)

ar=(1-E)(n)
o4 = (E)(n)

[0,1]

1+E)(t+n)-þu-þ,
E)(1 + n) -

E)(1 - n) -

E)(1 - ¡) -
E2)(r * n)

n2)(r - E)

Ez)(r - n)

n2)(r * t)
[-1,1]

o1 =

c

0

0

0

1
lb
I
2*7
1
2*8

1

1fo
1
ft

fr
fr
to

+,

|r
+,

v
|r

dz

3

o4=

1-

1-

f+

1-

1-

1-

1-

q,

6

7

aB

3D o1

oz

d
Ĵ

o4

= (1 - t)(1 - n)(1 - e)

= (E)(1 - n)(1 - e)

= (1 - E)(n)(I - e)

= (E)(n)(1 - e)

aU=(1-E)(1-n)(e)
o6=(E)(1-n)(e)

o7=(1-E)(n)(o)

oB = (E)(n)(0)

[0 ,1]
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en by

TxctTx=9I=

v=fy=fe

(4.2r1

(4,22)

The required integrations are no!{ performed over local space

only. Note that a (geometry-dependent) Jacobian wilI appear

inside all integrands. If the same shape functions are cho-

sen to model the region as the field, the transformation is

said to be isoparametric. Other schemes fnay be used to over

or underdefine the element's geometry, but unless one has

specific knowledge of the problems to be solved, the above

technique seems to be most common. References [8, 19J de-

scribe the appropriate transformation algorithms in detail"

4.3 THE. NEWTON-RAPHSON ALGORI THM

If we now discard the assumption of linearity, equation

(4"2) can st,ill be solved by means of the Newton-Raphson-

Kantorovitch' algorithm. Àssuming ã and p can be written as

functions of the potential, the residual vector R is defined

as

(4.23)

The aim of Newton's method is to reduce R to zeÊo through

bSEB

' Kantorovitch's contribution to the Newton-Raphson techni-
quã it that of demonstrating-the validity of the function-
áf during each iteration 1267.
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successive iterations of the following form:

¡nrq" - f*tl = ,fc49.t*1) = Bt (4'241

Equation (4,24) is well known and its validity will not be

discussed further. Interested readers are referred to 127,

28, 291 for more information.

The Jacobian matrix

^-n.fl = dß (4.25)" 
aôn

must be loaluat.¿ for each iteration. Differentiating by

'parts and using implied summation:

rrì
r-l

fçilk
aRl

l_

âôl'l
= g:1s.. *t *]-lK K t'ïlI 

--'fü â pk

aol'l
(4.26)

Note that the constituent parts of J involve no new matri-

ces. Once a finite-element mesh has been specified, S* and

B are known for all subsequent probJ-ems. One should also

observe that although S is sparse and symmetrical, J is

sparse (and of the same topology as S) but asymmetrical"

Futhermore, the structure of J does not change as the itera-

tions proceed.

If field (i.e. potential derivative) dependence is elimi-

nated from ã and pr a very significant simplificatíon occurs

in J. The medium and source sub-Jacobians take the form of

diagonal matrices rather than general tensors. llence (4.26)
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may be rewritten as:

JIdij en
r_l

+ o'[tt] ol-,i:tË] (4 .27 )

(4 "29)

Provided the field dependence is not extreme, (4.27 ) may

sti]1 work quite weII. The ultimate solution to (4.2) ae-

pends only on the validity of (4.1) and not on the actual'

Jacobian used. In effect, the Jacobian only governs the

rate of convergence. The final resulÈ depends solely on the

S* and B matrices"

4.4 MULTTPLE EOUATI ONS

As indicated in Chapter II, three coupled Poisson-like

equations descríbe electronic transport in semiconductors.

Combining 0r, 0n, and 0p into one complex vector

(4.28)

allows us to write:

0-

9"

9{]

R{t

R?

o4
q.,

o,"

q
9"

I,

s00
S

0s0n
00tn

800
080
008
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The new Newton-Raphson equation then becomes:
n n+1 n

ÐR=qâó
Þ

ðR, âR, ÐR,qqq
âRo âRo ôRo

30s 30n tOo

âR=
S

0P
R+

R
{l

BŶ

^ô
J€

^ô{I

^ô
,"

(4"30)

The explicit form of J remains as in (4.27 ) but the sub-

scripts now run over the expanded Hilbert space spanned by

0-.
-l

Às with ordinary (i.e. Iinear) finite elements, the glob-

al S (or in our case J) matrix is formed by considering each

elemental submatrix independently. On each iteration,

(4.30) is treated as a complete, linear problem in its own

right. Hence, it is legítimate to build J (global) from a

Iarge set of smaIIer, Iinear subsystems.

4.5 IMPLEMENTATTON pEr4II,q

A series of computer programs were written to implement

the above algorithm. The resulting package, known as

MÀNIFEST, âllows for the solution of up to three nonlinear,

poisson-Iike equations. Time-dependent terms are handled

with a simple backward-difference formula.

Although a conplete desciption of this package is given

in the "MANIFEST User's Guide" [10J some of the more funda-

mental aspects of the programsr code are discussed here'
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Source listings (in FORTRAN IV) for MÀNIFEST are given in

the iMANIFEST Installation Guiden [11]. Related manuals de-

scribing the mesh generator and plotting programs are avail-

able through Refs. [30, 31, 32J.

Dirichlet Nodes

UnIike Neumann or mixed boundaries, which involve the ad-

dition of extra terms to the functional, Dirichlet bounda-

ries require the trial functions to be pre-specified.

Since, ât all Dirichlet nodes, 0, is known in aII iterations

of (4.30) Aô. must always be zero for those nodes. Elimina|-
. '1

ing the i'th row and column from the matrix equation auto-

matically ensures that the i'th 0 is held at its initial
(and final! ) value.

Transient Ànalysis

Time-dependence in MÀNIFEST is handled by maintaining two

copies of the total potential vector (0", 0r,, and 0n): the

working copy currently being solved, and the previous set of

potentials from the last "time-st€P'. As onl-y time-depen-

dences of the form

(4.31)

and

ân
ãT

Þ
at

_LL

(4.32)



occur in the recombination expressions Rn and Rp, a simple

backward-difference approximation is applied [33] :

ÐnF
(na i-1-n )

At

(pi - pi-])

^t

(4.33)

(4.34)þ=
Ðt

Although higher-order expressions could be used, these would

require extra copies of the potential vector. Other meth-

ods, such as those based on the crank-Nicolson-Galerkin for-

mulation [34], might be attempted; but this simple Euler-

like scheme gives accept,able results with minimal

programming and computational effort'

Step- Limi t inq

Unless one is sufficiently close to the final solution,

the Newton-Raphson algorithm may fail t,o converge. In these

circumstances, the user has only two choicess restart the

process with a better initial guess, oE modify the algorithm

to improve convergence. Although in some instances, the

user may be forced to give a more accuraLe initial estimate,

MANIFEST provides a step-limiting option in response to the

second alternative.
When invoked, the step-Iimiter monitors the algorithm for
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divergence. If the relative displacement norm

ll 
^ot 

ll= =

lr ¡0"*'ll

E
k oi

.n+l--9k (4.35)

should happen to diverge ì a new potential is calculated by

limiting the maximum absolute value of 
^Oi 

to the previous

value of the displacement norm. If the algorithm is con-

verging, no modifications are made. This form of automated

under-relaxation generally !{orks quite well and is much sim-

pler to use than methods which requi're the user to supply

their own relaxation parameters [5].

Di sk-Swapp lnq

The elemental matrices S* and B are determined solely by

the finite-element mesh. Rather than (numerically) recalcu-

Iating the associated integrals on each Newton iteration, it

may be advantageous to store the submatrices on a temporary

disk file and sv¡ap them into core as required lJ-7 , 351 ' The

two and three-dimensional versions' of MÀNIFEST allow the

user to invoke such a feature. CIearlY, a tradeoff exists

between the cost of execution time and I/o counts. This

technique appears most favorable when the integration costs

are high (i.e" for three-dimensional elements) and the com-

6 Due to the manner in
defined, MANIFEST-lD
feature.

which one-dimensional elements are
does not require the disk-swapping
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puter can be otuned" for efficient I/O (i.e. on a dedicated

mini-conputer with a hard disk). Às only sequential files

are created by the disk-swapping routines, the efficency of

the I/O routines can become quite high.

Precision

As presently documented, MÀNIFEST is written in standard

FORTRAN Iv (fgM level H) with single-precision variables.

It r¡as found that double precision (i.e. 16 Cecimal digits

per floating point word) is required to achieve convergence

for heavily doped semiconductor devices (e.9. Ndop" >

cm-3). It is believed that only variables associated with

the potentials and the matrix inversion routines (eSyUpen)

need be converted, but this has not yet been fu1ly proven"

Matrix Solution

Àpproximately half of the cost of each Newton-Raphson it-

eration is associated with the inversion of the global Jaco-

bian matrix. Although sparse, the Jacobian is generaIIy not

symmetrical or definite. Hence simple SOR (successive

over-relaxation) methods tend to be unstable in these cir-

cumstances [36].
The method chosen for rnatrix solution is based on bifac-

torizatïon. The particular algorithrn used (eSyUpen l3Z,

3gl) is adapted from a paper of zollenkopf's which incorpo-

rates prepivotal factoring and sparse-storage techniques.
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Other semi-iterative algorithms, such as those based on con-

jugate-gradient methods (CG, ICCG, oF pre-conditioned ICCG),

may prove to be more suitable as the Newton scheme is al-

ready iterative [39, 40].

4.6 EXTENSIONS

Future versions of MANIFEST should provide for improve-

ments in algOrithmic performance, accuracy' and ease of use.

Clearly, there are virtually an infinite number of exten-

sions possible for a program such as this' Although ít is

impossible to satisfy the needs and preferences of all users

equally, some of the more desirable aspects of future imple-

mentations are discussed below.

I nte ractive Graphics

In the author's opinion, the major disadvantage to

MÀ,NIFEST is the difficulty in guiding the solution process.

glhen solving any large nonlinear problem' a certain amount

of user interaction can be of great benefit to the algor-

ithm. Às an initial guess is always required' spurious or

nonphysical solutions can and frequently do occur.

Ideally the user should be able to run MÀNIFEST interactive-

ly with the optíon to modify solutions, data, and job param-

eters, To efficiently implement such a scheme, a graphical

display of the mesh and fields must be provided. Presently

available pre- and post-processors (MÀNDÀP [30, 31] and
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coNTouR t32l) do not adequately fulfill these needs. of

course, far mOre computer resources would be required to re-

alize this leveI of integration.

FieId-Deoendent Mob ilitv
In Section 2.2, an expression f or carrier mobility v¡as

given which involved the electrostatic field. Unfortunate-
.+

Iy, only the potential Ós (rather than E) is directly avail-

able at the finite-element nodes.' When field-dependent mo-

bilities are required, the MÀNIFEST user has two

alternat ives:

1. Calculate the fields directly by differentiating the

shape functions. Although technically simple and

theoretically correct, this method will inevitably

lead to Poor field estimates.

2, Derive an empirical mobility formula based on the

boundary conditions and the value of 0s.

It is generally recognized that neither scheme is ent'irely

satisfactory. Ultimately, âS one requires accurate elec-

tric-field estimates throughout the region of interest, the

use of modern integral-equation formulations may aid in the

calculation of field-dependent mobilities [41, 42).

In MANIFEST-ID, facilities exist for calculating the de-
rivatives of úf,e electostatic and quasi-Fermi potentials
for use with the mobility expressíons. However, -the non-
linear effects of these- fields are not reflected in the
JãðóUian matrix. Hence the convergence rate of the algor-
i[tun-*iff be degraded when field-dependent mobilities are
used.
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Capac ita nce Calculations

One of the fundamental characteristics of a semiconductor

device is its capacitance. .The capacitance between two

electrodes with all others held at some specified poten-

tial is given bY

gq
dV

(4.36)

where dQ is the incremental stored charge resulting from an

incremental applied voltage of dV. Although simple to

write, equation (4.35) is nontrivial to implement.

In principle, one may produce a Q-V curve for the termi-

nal potential range of interest. The derivative of that

curve will then be C(V). Stepping the electrode voltage is

a standard process in MÀNIFEST, but to obtain the appropri-

ate Q requires an complicated algorithm [43].

The incremental charge is constructed from the sum of aII

volume charge densities p and all surface (including interi-

or interfaces) charge density's on One must split aII such

charges into two parts: positive charges p+ and o+; and

negative charges p- and o-. The appropriate Q used in
(4.36) is then given bY

(4.37)

Although the volume charge density is simply the source term

of Poisson's equation, the surface charge density must be

o=fnp+dv*fno*a"
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evaluated from:

o=fi'(ãvÔs)

To simplify the above process, the following relation is

used by I{^A'NI FEST:

.2^
n - o tr (4.39)
L-:...-._

d¿v

Both the electrostatic energy and applied bias voltage are

accurately known in the program. Taking the second deriva-

tive of the E-V curve, even with a spline based algorithm,

may introduce large errors into.the C(V) characteristic'

For rigorous capacitance calculations, the first method is

preferred.

Adapt i ve Mesh-SoI vrnq

One of the most useful, Yet most difficult, extensions to

MÀNIFEST would be the addition of an adaptive mesh-genera-

tor. With such a device, the user would only need to speci-

fy an initial coarse mesh and the program would refine and,

if necessary, redefine the mesh as the solutions proceed.

To date, few researchers have attempted such a scheme

1,44, 45]. Possible techniques for deciding where to refine

the mesh rely on monitoring the magnitude of the electrÍc

field (difficult) or the locaI error in the residuals (easi-

er). Methods based on residual calculations (tt¡e & in

(4.23)) seem most promising as local mesh refinement would

then be applied where the algorithm is failing to converge'
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MuIt i -Step Extrapolat ion

When characterizing a device, one or more device parame-

ters are varied (i.e. stepped) as MÀNIFEST computes the

electrostatic and quasi-Fermi potentials under the given op-

erating conditions. Presently, the initial guess for the

next calculation is taken as the last valid set of poten-

tials. By defining a step-extrapolation parameter as some

combination of alI varying device parameters (e.9. bias

voltage, time, temperature, etc.), an improved potential es-

timate could be obtained via a suitable extrapolation

scheme. As MANIFEST already stores two copies of aII poten-

tial vectors (from current and previous solutions), simple

linear extrapolation would seem the nost natural technique.
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Chapter V

CHARÀCTERIZÀTION OF CONVENTIONAL DEVICES

This chapter serves to illustrate how MÀNIFEST can be

used to aid in the characterization of conventional semicon-

ductor devices. The solution strategies presented here are

not the only ones possible and certainty they are not opti-

maJ. Users of the MÀNIFEST system must realize that proper

application of such a complicated design tool may take many

months to master and should be considered partially as an

art as weII as a science.

À1I prograns were written in FORTRAN IV (fgl't level H) and

run on an ÀMDAHL 470/VB computer at the University of Mani-

toba. Às weIl, MÀNIFEST has been successfully implemented

on a DEC VAX/750 at Xerox's PARC f acility. Tvto and three-

dimensional meshes vtere generated with the aid of the MANDAP

package. Contour and perspective plots are provided by the

CONTOUR program.

To gain insight into the MÀNIFEST system, the first exam-

ple is a series of analytic tests where the program can be

easily evaluated for accuracy and computational efficiency.

The remaining examples include various diodes and transis-

tors operating under both steady-state and transient condi-

tions. Additional examples can be found in Ref. [10],
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5. 1 ANALYTIC TESTS

This section demonstrates the MÀNIFEST program for a num-

ber of test cases where the exact solution is known in

closed form. In the following examplesr wê seek a solution

to

DIv(k*cRÀD(PHr ) )=f

where k represents an inhomogeneous isotropic medium and t

signifies an appropriate source. These tests were devised

by selecting a solution PHI and medium k, and subsequently

deriving the correct expression for f. In general, both k

and f may be functions of position, time, and potential"

Tabl-e 5.1 summarizes the media and source properties for

these examples. Unless stated otherwise, spaLial regions

for the one-dimensional problems are defined for X in the

range (0,1) whiLe the two-dimensional tests require both X

and Y to be within (0,f).

The first three tests involve MÀNIFEST in a series of

one-dimensional studíes (i.e. examples lDI, J,D?, and 1D3).

Case lDl is concerned with the solution of a sirnple diffu-

sion equation where, for simplicity, both the medium and

source are independent of the potential. To study the con-

vergence properties of the backward-difference time-deriva-

tive approximation, a set of energy,/time curves were gener-

ated using three, six, and twelve time-steps.r

a Times
these

from zeÊo to three natural-tirne-units were used
exanples. One natural-time-unit is defined as
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lD Tests

ID2

ID1

k=1
f = D(PHr )/D(T)
PHI = SIN(X)*EXP(-T)

TÀBLE 5.1

Analytic Test Cases

(y**4)tpHI + X)

0<t<PI
0<T<3

1D3

k= 1 + 17*gtKl**2)/21
f= (1+(x*pHI *t,2) /2)* (SpT¡* (6*X-2 ) )- ì- (itpni*(gpiÁ*(3*x**2-2*x)+pHI g¡a1p¡11**2) /2)

* (BETÀ* (3*N**2-2*X)+PHI 0)
BETA := SCÀLE*(I-PHIO)pll:- sclLe*(I-PHr0)*(x-1)*(E**2) + (PHI0*X)

k= I + (CneO(pHt)/SOI**Z
i= 72. *ÈðÀiE; ( -BI'. *x** 5*PHI 0** 3*sg¡¡g** t+24 3 . *x* * 5*PHI 0**2*SCÀLE
** à-243. *X**s*pHI 0*SCÀLE* * 2+81 . *x* * 5* gg¡¿g* * l+l 3 5 . *X* * 4*PHI 0* * 3 *

SCÁ¡e*i ã-¿ O S. *X** 4*pHI 0* * 2*SCÀ¡g** !+{05. *x* *4*PHI 0*SCÀLE** 2-1 3 5.
*¡* * a * 5ç¡¡E* t 2-7 2. *X* * 3 * PHI O* * 3 * SCÀLE * * 2+ 54. *X* * 3 *PHI 0 * * 3 * SCÀLE

2J5 . i¡li 3*p¡¡1 g** 2i ggÀLE* * 2-1 08 . *)l** 3*PHI 0* * 2* SCÀLE- 21 6 . *x* * 3*PHI 0

*gçi¡B** 2+ 54 . *x** 3*pHI 0*SCÀLE+72 . *x** 3*5g¡¡6* * f,+1 2 . *X** 2*PHl 0** 3

r5g[[[**2- 54 . *N** 2*PHI 0* * 3*SCÀLE-36. *x* * 2*PHI 0** 2*SCÀLE**2+1 08 . *
Xi* 2*p¡1 0* * 2* SCALE+ 3 6 . *x** 2 *PHI 0*SCÀLE* * 2- 54. *x* * 2*PHJ 0* SCÀLE-
J2 . *¡l * 2i gao¡g* * 2+12 . *x*PHI 0** 3*SCÀLE-9. *x*PHI 0** 3- 24 . *x*PHI 0** 2*
sõÁr,e* g . *x* pHI O* * 2+!2. *x* pHI O 

* scÀLE- 3 . *t*PHI 0*80 * * 2+3 . *x*E0* * 2
¡ . ;ÞHl ôi * S- ¡ . *pHI 0** 2+pHI O*80* *2-80**2 ) ) /e0* * Z

pHi= sc¡r"e*(1-PHI0)*(X-1)*(x**2) + (PHI0*X)

2D Tests (2D1 and 2D2)

k= 1 + (PHI**2)
f = 2* ( 5*X* ( PHI ,c*21 +

PHI= X* (Y**2)
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Figure 5.1 depicts the calculated solutions at times of

O, 1, 2, and 3 time-units when only three time-steps were

used. The time-integration scheme incorporated into

M.ANIFEST ensures stable convergence for constant or increas'

ing time-steps 1,46, 47J. The example was run with a grid

consisting of 10 quadratic elements and 2l nodes. The total

CPU time for this test vtas less than 0.34 seconds. Figure

5.2 is a plot of energy density versus time when three, six,

and twelve time-steps were used. The solutions appear to

converge towards the exact solution (i.e. the bottom curve)

as the number of steps increases. À semi-log plot of the

same Set of curves is Shown in Figure 5.3. As expected, the

system' s energy decays exponentially with a time constant of

unity.
The second test attempts to solve a nonlinear (time inde-

pendent) aifferential equation by incrementing one of the

boundary potentials (at X=l) much as an electrode on a two

terminal semiconductor device might be swept. Às well as

studing the behavior of the system's energy, wê shal] calcu-

Iate the "capacitance" (defined here as the second deriva-

tive of the energy-voltage curve) of this ndevice". Às be-

fore, thís problem was run with a mesh consisting of 10

quadratic elements and 2I nodes stighty skewed towards X=l'

The calculated solutions wíth the bias potential (i.e.

PHI0 at X=1) shtept f rom 0 to I. 5 volts in steps of 0 '25

t ime
bya

required for an exponentially decaying curve to falI
factor of ê.
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volts and SCALE= 5.0 -- are shown in Figure 5.4. Each solu-

tion converged quadratically using only three iterations

frorn the previously calculated solution. The required cPU

time was approximately 0.38 seconds. Table 5.2 summarizes

the error for the final solution. Plots of stored energy

and capacitance versus bias potential are given in Figures

5.5 and 5.6 respectively. The energy curves agree excep-

tionally well with the exact calculations. Considering

MÀNIFEST must obtain a second derivative numerically from an

energy-potential curve of only seven data points, the calcu-

lated capacitance is also seen to agree quite weII.

The final one-dimensional test involves solving a series

of field-dependent problems. At each Newton-Raphson itera-

tion, the electric field is calculated by a second-order fi-

nite-difference formula at each node of the mesh. since the

Jacobian matrix does not explicity handle potential deríva-

tives (all derivative information nas set Lo zero) a quad-

ratic convergence rate nas not expected. USing the Same

mesh and SCALE factor as above, a number of tests were per"

formed while varying the field-strength factor 80" For

Iarge values of this constant (e.9. E0 >

term is weakly dependent upon the field strength. Hence the

Newton-Raphson algoríthm works very weIl. For intermediate

values (e.g. 1O.O >

comes strong enough so that one notices a significant in-

crease in the number of iteratíons reguired before the solu-
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TABLE 5.2

Exact vs. Calculated Potentials (1O2)

DATE= 7/09/83 TIME" 3:29 PMMANIFEST VERSION 1.8-10

ANALYTIC TEST (103)

PROCESSING ==> USER

PROCESS CODE: 2

SO LUT I ON

NODE EXACT CALCULATED DELTA

oo
5664E-O1 0
1 193E+OO O
't963E+OO -O

I

3
4
5
6
7
8
o

10
11
12
13
14
't 5
16
17
18
19
20
21

o.o o
o.5679E-O1 0
o. 1 't 93E+OO O
o.1962E+OO O
o. 2787E+OO O
o.3831E+OO O
o.49228+OO O

o.6075E+OO O

o. 724 't E+OO O

o.8400E+oo o
o.9534E+OO O
o.1062E+O1 0
o.'t 165E+O1 0
o.1260E+Ol O
o.1345E+O1 0
o. '1 41gE+O t O

o. 1479E+O't O
o. 't 528E+O1 0
o.'t551E+O1 0
o.1544E+Ol O
o.'r500E+ol o

27878+OO
38 32E+OO
49238+OO
6075E+OO
7240Ê+OO
8399E+OO
9533E+OO
1 0628+O 1

't 1658+O1
I 260E+O I
't 345E+O 1

1 4 20E+Ol
1 480E+O 1

1528E+O'l
1552E+O1
1 545E+O 1

1 500E+O 1

483E -O3
625E-O4
383 E -04
oo2 E -04
755E-04
219E-O4
587E-04
97 1 E-O4
141E-O3

1 354 E -O3
9537E-O4
1 1448-O4
97278-04

-o . 2050E -03
-o.2899E-O3
-o. 3586E-O3
-o.4168E-O3
-o.4005E-o3
-o.431 1E-O3
-o.9s37E-06

o
1

4
1

6
7
I

4
1

-o
-o

o
o
o
o
o

RELATIVE NORM: O. '1654E-O3
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tion converges. If E0 is made sufficiently small, the

solution may fail to converge even if one starts very near

the exact answer. Note that the polentials of examples LDz

and 1D3 were purposely chosen to be the same. The calculat-

ed potentials (for the case of E0= 5.0) are shown in Figure

5.7 while the energy-potential curve is given by Figure 5.8

and the capacitance-potential curve by Figure 5.9. The en-

ergy and capacitance curves for this example are NOT the

same as those for the previous test.

À set of two-dimensional problems (examples 2Ð1 and 2Ð2)

were devised to evaluate MÀNIFEST-2Ð. The two meshes, using

quasi-Iinear and quadratic elements, of Figures 5.10 and

5,11 vrere used to generate the potential contour plots in

Figures S.I2 and 5.13. Quadratic convergence e¡as observed

for both runs (using three iterations from a constant start-

ing potent,ial). Table 5.3 summarizes some of the global

characteristics for these tests. It is interesting to note

that the quadratic test 2D2 (witt¡ 96 nodes and 25 elements)

required less CPU time than the linear test J,Dz (witt¡ L44

nodes and l*2ll elements) yet produced sIightly more accurate

results. The source integrals, whÍch should equal the sum

of aII normal fluxes, was calculated independently of those

fluxes.
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Figure 5.10: Linear Finite-EIement Mesh (2DI)

Figure 5.11-: Quadratic Finite-EIement Mesh (2DZ)
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Figure 5.!2: Calculated Potentials (2D1)

Figure 5.13 : Calculated Potent ials (ZDZI
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TABLE 5.3

Two-Dinensional Analytic TeSt Results

Exact Solution

Energy= t/2 * ( l/5 + 4/9 + 'L/27 + 4/35 ) = 0.39798+00

Source rntegral= 3/2 ' l/3 + I0/2I = 0.16438+01

FIux (top) = 3/2 = 0.15008+01
Flux (r,gs) = -r/3 = -0.3333E+00
FIux(bct)= Q = 0.00008+00
Flux (nHs) = 10/21 = 0.4762E+00

2D].'

Energy= 0.39878+00

Source Integral= 0.16578+01

Flux (top) =
FIux (lus) =
FIux (bot) =
Flux (Rus) =

14 55E+01
33428+00
61178-01
48 0 9E+0 0

= 0.15138+01
= -0.33088+00
= '0.22388-02
= 0 " 48378+00

0.
-0.
-0 

"0.

2D2

CPU time = 2"9 seconds.

Energy= 0.39798+00

Source Integral= 0.16438+01

Flux
Flux
Flux
FIux

( top)
(tHs)
(bot)
(nHs )

CPU time = 1.8 seconds.
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5 2 THE P-N JUNCTION

Às our first example of semiconductor device characteri-

zation, we shall consider two verSions of a one-dimensional

P-N junction. Rather than displaying the electrostatic and

quasi-f er.mi potentials, wê shatl show carrier concentrations

(cm-3) versus spatial coordinate (cm). UnIess otherwise

stated, the CGS system of units will be assumed for aII dia-

grams. These examples were developed with the assistance of
--- l- l-.-! ^^^-^L ^-^i^^TMr" D, guarI aS parE OI an l.lrlqergf,aqucrLe f eÞECl !L¡¡ ur\,rJeuLo

Table 5.4 lists the important parameters' which define a

sirnple step junction. Figure 5.14 illustrates the carrier

profiles (n and p) under forward biases of 0.0, 0.57, and

I.I2 volts. The results of a transient analysis response to

a unit step function in potential of 0.2 volts are presented

in Figure 5.15. Plots of current density (À cm-2) versus

bias potential are given in Figures 5.16 and 5.17. The sec-

ond curve in Figure 5.16 is obtained from a simple analytic

model devised by Mr. OuaíI. The rapid rise in current den-

sity near 0.22 volt,s, âs predicted by MANIFEST, is attribut-

ed to the filling of mid-bandgap traps in the semiconductor

[13].

tables reflect
were run.

t The names given
FORTRAN variables

wÍthin the parameter
used when these examples
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TABLE 5.4

Àbrupt P-N Junction Parameters

Parameter VaIue Units

TÀUN
TAUP
T
NI
UN
UP
DOPE
EPSON

.08-9

.08-9
00.0
.6810
500.0

s
s
K
cm-3
cmT/v /s
cmT/v /s
cm-3

00.0
.0815
1.8

1
I
3
I
I
6
I
I

TABLE 5.5

Diffused P-N Junction Parameters

Parameter VaIue Units

TAUN
TAUP
T
NI
UN
UP
EPSON

2.08-9
I.0E-9
300.0
1.6810
1500.0
600.0
IL .8

s
s
K
cm-3
cm2/v /s
cmT/v /s
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The second P-N junction vre shall consider has been stud-

ied by others [3, 48] and represents a device which is quite

difficult to solve numerically. The doping profile is given

by:

DOpE= (8. 0815) - (1. 0818*EXp(- (X**2 ) /t.8648-10)

for X between 0.0 and 2.0F,-4 cm. The difficulty stems from

the fact that the metal contacts are placed very close to

the junction region. This, coupled with the chosen device

parameters (see Table 5.5), leads to a very high recombina-

tion rate at the electrodes. These high recombination rates

force the guasi-Fermi levels to undergo rapid changes near

the device's boundaries. The finite-element method has dif-
ficulty modelling such phenomena.

Figure 5.18 illustrates the carrier profiles under for-

rvard bias potentials of 0.0 and 0.416 volts. In Figure

5.19, the result of a transient simulation for a step bias

change of 0.3 volts is shown. Figures 5.20 and 5.21 present

the forward and reverse current-voltage characteristics of

the diffused junction diode. As with the abrupt-juncÈion

diode, the jump in current density near 0.25 volts (forward

bias) is due to a high concentration of mid-bandgap traps.

Both of these diodes !¡ere modelled with a relatively

large number of unknov¡ns (gg nodes for the abrupt junction

and 181 nodes for the diffused junction). In addition , 20

to 30 run-steps (i.e. increments in applied bias potential

89



or time) were used f or each test. .The total CPU time (on

the Amdahl) ranged from 10 to 20 seconds for each complete

solution.
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5.3 THE THYRISTOR

Thís example demonstates how one may obtain multivalued

current-voLtage characteristics using MANIFEST. Consider

the one-dimensional thyristor shown in Figure 5.22. The

doping profile for this device is similar to a thyristor
model given by Kurata Í9, pp. 1161 except that all dimen-

sions have been reduced by a factor of ten (i.e. the total
device length is now 70 microns) and the relative t{idth of

the base region (WnO) is somewhat narrower than in Kurata's

case. Considering the high doping concentrations involved

in this example, a total of 147 nodes were used in the mesh.

AII relevant system parameters are given by Table 5.6.

The complete J-V characteristics, illustrated in Figure

5.23, were obtained in two parts, The lower curve when

the device is "offn -- is simply traced by incrementing the

forward bias voltage ( interactively) until the program

failed to converge. By this technigue, the forward blocking

voltage (Vuo) was found to be approximately 1.07 volts. To

obtain the upper curve where the device is nonn the

base region is replaced by an eguivalently doped n-region

and this new odiode" is stepped up to a large forward bias

(1.30 volts) " Àt t,his point, the base region is gradually

switched from n-type silicon to p-type silicon and the bias

is decreased until a lower cutoff voltage is obtained

(V"o=0.56 volts). This procedure is a legitimate approach
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TABLE 5.6

Thyristor Parameters

Parameter VaIue Units

TAU
CNE
CPB
CNE
CPE
T
NT
w
WOFF
WNE
WPE
UN
UP
EPSON

1.0E-7
1 ,0821
5.0818
4.0813
2.0819
300.0
1 " 6810
700"08-5
38.08-5
27 .58-5
15.5E-5
1500.0
450.0
11"8

s
cm-3
cm-3
cm-3
cm-3
K
cm-3
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm7/v / s
cnZ/v /s

to obtaining bistable characteristics [9]. In general, Vbo

and V^^ can only be considered as lower and upper bounds to
co

the true turning points in the S-type negative-resistance

curve of the actual thyristor. Figure 5.24 gives the carri-
er concentrations at a forward voltage of 0.7 volts for

which case the thyristor is "on' (i"e. conducting). Figure

5"25 gives an equivalent plot (again at 0"7 volts) when the

thyristor is noff" ( i.e. non-conducting) '
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5.4 GÀLLIT'M ARSENIDE MESFET

As an example of the solution of a two-dimensional unipo'

Iar device, a GaÀs MESFET was simulated using the mesh of

Figure 5.26. A total of 433 nodes and 1-28 bi-quadratic ele-

ments form a nearly rectangular grid of 1.0 by 0.15 microns.

Although the source and drain contacts would normally be

placed along the top of the FET (i.e. parallel to the gate),

we assume that they are sufficiently far from the active re-

gion that artíficial contacts and be placed at S' and D'as
indicated t491. À11 other surfaces are treated as perfect

insulators and nodelled with a homogeneous Neumann boundary

condition.

Àssuming majority carriers dominate in the transport pro-

cess, w€ solve only Poisson's equation and the steady-state
(electron) current-continuiÈy equation with the minority

carrier term (i.e. p) set to zero. As a direct consequence,

there wilI not be any significant bulk recombination. Hence

the two equatíons needed to solve this problem may be writ-
ten as:

v'(eVÞ")=-9(N¿-n) ( 5.1)

P r (e tqn v@rr) = o (5.2)

Table 5.7 summarizes the important device parameters used in

this simulation.
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Parameter

TÀBLE 5.7

MESFET Parameters

Value Units

NI
UN
T
DOPE
EPSON

1.886
50 00
300
1.0816
12.5

cm-3
cmT/v /s
K
cm-3

For this example I a Schottky barrier of height Vbi= '0.2

volts v¡as estabLished under the gate region. Three separate

MANIFEST jobs were run with gate bias voltages of Vgr,=

-0.1, 0.0, and +0.1 volts. In each case, V¿,r, eJas Stepped

from 0.0 to 0.4 vo1ts.

Figures 5,27 and 5.28 show the electrostatic (pHfS) and

electron quasi-Fermi (pHfN) potentials under forward biases

of Vd,=,= 0.025 and 0.4 volts with Vgr,= 0.0 vo1ts. Figure

5.29 is a current-densÍty versus voltage plot for the three

values of V^_,. Each current-voltage curve required approx-
oc

imately 130 seconds of CPU tíme on the Àmdahl computer.
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5. 5 ÀXISYMMETRIC BIPOLÀR TRANSISTOR

Às an example of analyzing a three-dimensional device

with MÀNIFEST-2D, consider the axisymmetric transistor in
Figure 5,30. When described in cylindrical coordinates,

there will be no variation of the device in one spatial di-
mension. Hence a 2D simulation will suffice for modelling

this 3D problem.

TABLE 5.8

Transistor Parameters

Paranreter VaIue Units

NI
DOPE(E)
DOPE(B)
DOPE(C)
T
EPSON

1.4810
8.0815

(varying)
2.0815
300
11.8

cm-3
cm-3
cm"3
cm-3
K

Rather than characterizing the transistor by deriving its
current-voltage curves, wê shall examine the behavior of the

energy bands (under equilibrium conditions) as a function of

the doping concentration in the base layer. These results

provide a useful diagnostic tool to device designers [60] '
The device's maximum radius is 1.5 microns and its thickness

is 1.0 microns. As seen from Tab1e 5.8, t,he enitter region

(top) is doped to Nd= 8.0815 cm-3 while the collector is
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doped to Nd= 2.0815 cm-3. Selected electrostatic potential

plots are shown in Figures 5.31 and 5.32. The base region's

doping leve1 $tas increased in f ive steps of : Nu= 1.0814 '
1.0815, 5.0815,1.0E16, and 2.0816 cm-3.

Figure 5.30s Axísymmetrical Bipolar Transistor

C

1\
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Figure 5.31s PHIS vs. tl (base) for Transistor
a

0E14
0815

a) Na= 1
b) Na= 1
c) Na= 5
d) Na= f
e) Na= I

.0E15

.0E16

.0E16
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Figure 5.32¡ PHIS at ttr(base)= 2.0816 cm-3
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5.6 SMALL SCHOTTKY-BARRIER CONTACTS

To demonstrate tte solution of a truiy three-dimensionaL

problen, the fields near the corner of a small Schottky con-

tact were studied using MÀNIFEST-3D. In addition, âD equiv-

alent ID nodel was used to show how leakage fields affect

the capacitance of small devices. Figure 5.33 depicts this

problem's geometry. Each side of the cubical region is 1.0

microns long.

The 2D mesh of Figure 5.34 was duplicated 10 times verti-
calIy to yield a 3D grid of 144 elements and 250 nodes. Àn

eqivalent lD grid of 9 linear elements and 10 nodes (with a

total length of 1.0 micron) was used in the one-dimensional

analysis. À GaAs substrate was doped to Nd= 1.08]5 cm-3

(n-type) and Dirichlet contacts were placed along the bottom

and over a small square region on the top surfa'ce (0.5 by

0.5 microns giving an area of 0.258-8 crn2). Assuming no ad-

ditional fluxes can leak from the device, we have placed ho-

mggeneous Neumann boundaries everywhere eISe. In aI1, four

barriers with Vbi= 0.0, -0.1, -0.2, and -0.3 volts were

studied. À Iist of important device parameters is given in

Table 5.9.

Both models (lD and 3D) were stepped from V= 0.0 to 0.4

volts forward bias. The Ferrni-potentials for the one-dimen-

sional case where vbi= -0.2 volts âfìd v= 0'2 volts is shown

in Figure 5.35, Figures 5.36 through 5.38 illustrate the
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Fermi-potentials for the 3D model under equivalent condi-

tions. À plot of energy content versus applied bias poten-

tial is given by Figure 5.39. To account for flux leakage

in the 3D case, the energies were normalized by adjusting

the effective area of the ]D model so as to ensure that the

E-V curves matched when vbi= 0.0 volts. This condition (in
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TÀBLE 5.9

Schottky Barrier Parameters

Parameter VaIue Units

TAU
T
NT
UN
UP
DOPE
EPSON

5 " 0E-9
300.0
1.886
9500.0
400.0
1.0815
J2. 5

s
K
cm-3
cm2/v /s
cnT/v /s
cm-3

mittivity times effective area divided by depth). Às pre-

sented, there are four pairs of energy-voltage curves corre-

sponding to the specified barrier height. The upper curve

of each pair is for the ID model while the lower curve is

for the 3D device. Although the energy curves appear to be

quite close, the capacitance plots in Figures 5.40 and 5,41

have qualitatively different behavior. This is because

these capacitance curves are dependent upon the second de-

rivative of the E-V curves, The C-V characteristícs for the

ID case are similar to those measured for appreciable for-
ward bias voltages on large Schottky contacts [61].

CPU times on the Amdahl varied between 10 and 15 minutes

for each capacitance curve.
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Chapter VI

ÀPPLICATIONS IN EXPLORATORY PHYSICS

The transport properties of electrons and holes at grain

boundaries in polycrystalline semiconductors is of consider-

able present interest, both for academic and practical rea-

sons. The grain boundary differs from other semiccnductor

interface systems in that the orientation but not the crys-

tal structure changes across this interface; this can give

rise to behavior which is unique to this type of interface

and as such is of scientific importance. Electronic and op-

tical processes at grain boundaries are of current practical
importance as a result of their effects on the photovo_ltaic

conversion efficiency of thin-fiIm polycrystalline semicon-

ductor solar cel-1s [ 50 ] .

Pioneering work on the characterization of electronic
mechanisms at grain boundaries has been carried out recently

by Seager and co-workers at Sandia Laboratories ISf-54].
These workers have investigated the effects of grain-bounda-

ry interface states on the majority carrier transport in n-

type polycrystalline silicon. From measurements of current-

voltage characterists performed on isoLated grain

boundaries, they have been able to extract the energy dis-
tribution of interface states.
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Here we present the results of a numerical investigation

of transport phenomena at grain boundaries in silicon. The

major departure from previous work reqards the assumption

that carrier transport can be modelled by a simple diffusion
model at the grain boundaries. Using the finite-element

techniques developed during the course of this thesis, we

solve the complete set of transport equations governing the

flow of electrons and holes both in the bulk silicon and at

the simulated grain boundaries. Several observations, in-
volving experimental as well as numerical measuments, indi-
cate that the transport at grain boundaries can be a rather

complex process [53].

6.1 THE GRAIN-BOUNDARY INTERFACE

The grain boundary in a polycrystalline semiconductor is
an interface between two identical crystals of different
orientation" The mismatch in bonding between the two crys-
tals results in bond defects (e.9. distorted bond angles,

diLated or compressed bonds, broken bonds) at the grain

boundary. These defects are expected to exist primarily on

a single plane of atoms, and to a lesser extent on the

neighbouring planes. We consider the width of the grain

boundary region to be negligible on the scale of variations
in the potential in t,he adjacent space-charge regions.

The bonding defects at the grain boundary translate into
localized electronic states or interface states. The energy
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distribution of these states is of importance in the deter-

mination of carrier transport processes. There is in gener-

aI a net charge associated with the grain-boundary interface

sLates, which is modified by a voJ.tage applied across t,he

grain boundary. The interface states also function as rec-

ombination centers for excess electrons and holes at the

boundary. It has been observed that for grain boundaries in

n-type silicon, the interface states inevitably contribute a

net negative charge [55J. In p-type silicon, the interface
states contribute a net positive charge [55]. The reason

for this difference in n and p-type silicon is the differ-
ence in the postion of the Fermi energy relative to the in-
terface state distribuion in the two cases.

In order to be specific we restrict out discussion to the

case of grain boundaries in p-type silicon. This is the

case which pertains to the energy-band diagram of Figure

6.1. It is assumed that positive charge associated with the

interface states is balanced by a net negative charge due to

uncompensated ionized acceptor impurities. These acceptor

ímpurities are located in space-charge regions adjacent to
the grain boundary in the crystalline regions to either
side. Furtherrnore, w€ have alsc assumed that the interface

charge is uniformly dist.ributed over the area of the grain

boundary plane. The magnitude of the potential barrier at

the grain boundary for zeto applied bias voltage (uuo in

Figure 6.1) is referred to as the diffusion potential of the

grain boundary.
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Poisson's equation relates the charge.distribution to the

electrostatic potenLial. This may be expressed as

v2oi
g
e- (6.1)

(6"4)

where 0f is the electrostatic potential, e is the permittiv-

ity of the semiconducÈor, and p is the charge density given

by

+ - N") * Qt" (6.2)p E q(p -n*N d

(6"3)
nEn

E -Et fp

In (6.1), Qr" is the net charge in the grain boundary inter'
face states and t: , N; are the ionized donor, acceptor in-

purity concentrations (assumed uniformly distributed in

space). For p-type material, NO - 0 in (6.1). In general,

Qr" is a function of n and p, the concentrations of elec-

trons and holes at the grain boundary. These carrier con-

centrations are given by

E. -E._ rn 1-
r e*P(--Ti:-)

P È n, exp( KT

where Efr, , trn are the quasi-Fermi levels for electrons and

holes respectively. In (6.1) tUe potential 0, may be re-

place by -ur/q where the energy Ef, which appears in (6.3)

and (6.4), is known as the intrinsic level (see FÍgure 6.1).

The charge Qt" in graín boundary interface states is de-

pendent upon the energy distributíon of these states, and
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also upon

( donorl i ke

their charge state when occupied by an electron

or acceptorlike).

6.2 CÀRRIER TRÀNSPORT ÀCROSS GRAIN BOUNDÀRIES

In the previous section, we have described the processes

which contribute to the formation of a diffusion potential,
or potential barrier against the transport of majority car-
riers across grain boundaries in semiconductors such as sil-
icon. We have also introduced the localized interface
states, which act as recombination centers for electrons and

holes, and which modify the diffusion potential by adjusting

their charge according to the concentrations of electrons

and holes at the grain boundary. We now address the elec-

tron and hole transport processes.

In order to model the transport of electrons and holes

analytically, an appropriate transport model must be adopt-

ed. To guide this procedure, ue have performed a simulation

of grain-boundary transport using our finite-element methods

of numerical analysis, which employ the Newton-Raphson aI-
goritm. In particular, both one and two-dimensional ver-
sions of MÀNIFEST were used to analyze isolated grain bound-

aries and portions of solar ceIls constructed of

polycrystalline material.
Originally, to simplify the interpretation of these nu-

merical results, wê have solved for the case where the

charge in grain-boundary interface states Qr" is fixed, and
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does not depend on bias voltage applied across the boundary.

In addition, w€ ignore recombination through grain-boundary

interface states. While it was realized that these assump-

tions are unphysical, they provided for the analysis of

electron and hole transport uncomplicated by the effects of

recombination at the interface. Subseguent numerical calcu-

lations have included these effects.
An example of the results of the numerical calculations

is given in Figure 6.2, which shows the dependence of the

electron and hole quasi-Fernni potentials (imrefs), and of

the electrostatic potential, upon position for a voltage V

applied across the grain boundary. The effect of this volt-
age is to lower the potential barrier, or band bending, on

the forward-biased side of the boundary and to increase it
on the opposite (reverse-biased) side. The voltage division

between these two sides depends, among other things' upon

the charge in grain-boundary interface states Qr", and in

particular on the manner in which this charge changes under

applied bias voltage" However, in the caLculation of Figure

6.2, the effects of changing Qt" are not considered as dis-

cussed above.

We consider t,he mechanism by which holes cross the grain

boundary is similar generally to the earlier treatment of

metal-semiconductor contacts, or Schottky barriers [56].

The holes must negotiate the space-charge region by the usu-

aI drift and diffusion mechanisums and upon arriving at the
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grain boundary either be accepted into the other side, or be

reflected. The opposite side of the grain boundary is the

same semiconductor, but with a different crystal orienta-

tion. The acceptance of the holes can be regarded as a pro-

cess of interface emission characterized by a collection ve-

locity vr, which is in series with the drift and diffusion
processes.

In the Schottky barrier, at least for high mobility semi-

conductors such as silicon, the thermionic emission of the

majority carriers (holes) into the metal becomes the boÈtle-

neck to current flow. This has been discussed by Gossick

[57], and more recently by Rhoderick [58]. In that case the

diffusion potential is generally very large. In addition,

there are very few available states in the metal with momen-

tum parallel to the surface to match those of the holes

from the semiconductor. This is because the energy at which

the holes are transferred is close to the conduction band

edge in the semiconductor, but remote from the band edges in

the metal.

In the present problem, however, the diffusion potentials

are typically much smaller that those of the Schottky barri-
er. ÀIso, the states on either side of the grain boundary

have the same energy relative to the band edges. The limi-
tations due to conservation of paraIleI momentum are greatly

relaxed. In addition there exists, on the reverse-biased

side, a Large electric field which is attractive to the ma-
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jority carriers. The consequence of these factors is that

holes, upon reaching the grain-boundary interface' are col-

lected efficiently and the supply of these carriers through

the space-charge region may become the limiting factor in

determining the current. Following the work of Rhoderick

t58l and of Crowell and Sze [56J, vte consider the energy di-
agram of Figure 6.3 and the extremes of hole concentration

at the grain boundary when transport is limited by diffusion
(case 1, curve D) or by emission (case 2, curve E).

gle suggest that a general approximate expression for the

intermediate case Bây, on the basis of Ref s. 1.52, 56], be

written
I N*, vr ou- . u, v,

tn - fï exp(- 
5>t".ntç 

- .*pc- 
É)lt*ç

(6.s)

E 
9Nn v ô' v

,.ËexP(-frr ""or{)[1 - ""P(-h)]
V¿

since v - Vt + V, where V is the total volt'age applied across

the grain boundary, V, is the forward bias on the left side

of the grain boundary in Figure 6.2 which is so far an un-

determined portion of V, and VZ is the reverse bias on the

right side of the boundary. Vd and Vr are the diffusion and

interface recombination (or in our case collection) veloci-

ties for the ho1es. 0b is the equilibrium barrier height

which is independent of V (figure 5.1); N' is the effective
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density of states in the valence band. In the present case

"d - þtrt r¡fth Er, the maximum f ield on the reversed-biased

side of the boundary. F'or any appreciable voltage across

the boundary, V.z )) trr and v, )) vd in Eqn. (6.5).

In case I (shown schematically as D in Figure 6.3), the

interface collectíon veiocity v, is considered to be Iarge.

The hole current is then limited by diffusion through the

(forward-biased) space-charge region and the concentration

of holes at the grain boundary remains srnall under applied

voltage. This is illustrated by a rise in the hole quasi-

Fermi Jevel tr', as the grain boundary is approached from

the forward-biased side. The schemat,ic Iine in Figure 6.3

shows the extreme casei in practice if Urn rises by more

than kT or so the transport rnay be considered to be diffu-
sion-limited [58]. The transfer of holes across the grain

boundary which in this case is proportional to their concen-

tration at x=0, p(0), is kept small by the limited supply to

the boundary. On the other hand, if the collection velocity

", is small (case 2 and E in Fígure 6.3) holes arriving at

the grain boundary are not inmediately removed by the re-

verse-biased side. The supply of holes to the grain bounda-

ry is bountiful and p(0) increases to its maximum value de-

termined by by the hole fermi level on the forward-biased

side. In this case urn is relatively flat up to the grain

boundary. This corresponds to the emission-Iimited case.

As we observe in Figr.rres 6.2 and 6.3 which show the results
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of an exact calculation, the true situation is intermediate

between these two extremes, with trn rising (in this case by

more than kT) as the grain boundary is approached.

On the basis of the results from the numerical analysis
(shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3)r w€ believe that the diffu-
sion model ( v, >> vu ), as originally described by Stratton

[59], is the appropriate approximation for the interpreta-
tion of najority-carrier transport across grain boundaries.

This model is employed in the analysis of the experiment,al

data as reported in 162).

6.3 THE GRAIN-BOUNDÀRY PROGRAM

À one-dirnensional grain-boundary program, which allows a

potential-dependent charge in grain-boundary interface

states, is listed in Appendix C. Àppendix D provides a sam-

ple of its generated output. The model incorporated into
the program is divided into two sectons! a portion to de-

scribe electronic transport in bulk silicon, and a portion

to descríbe transport across the grain-boundary interface"
Transport in the bulk is handled in a similar fashion to

the other examples shown in this thesis. Recombination is
assumed to occur through mid-bandgap traps (of density N.)

and is modelled via Shockley-Read-HalI statistics. Às be-

fore, the mobilities are assumed to be independent of the

electric field strength. The following parameters apply to

aII subsequent simulations! T= 300 K, Nd= 3.0815 cm-3 (n-
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type si), !n= 1350 cm? v-I .s-1, up= 475 cm} v-L s-1, orr=

l.0E-16 cm2, op= 1.08-14 cm2, Vth= 1.087 cm S-1, and Nt=

1.0817 cm-3 (resulting in a minority carrier lifetime of 0.1

nanoseconds). When a photogeneration rate is specifíed, it
is assumed uniform over the entire device.

The charge on the grain-boundary is given by:

Qir= -Q"(\u.f * Qr*)

where q is the electronic charge, Qvb is a constant factor

reflecting the density of interface states whose charge is

dependent upon the electrostatic potential and the concen-

trations of electrons and holes at the grain boundary, Qf*

is a constant factor reflecting the density of fixed charge,

and f (0<f<1) determines the probability of occupation of a

grain-boundary trap by an electron' The recombination ex-

pressions at the grain boundary are similar to those em-

ployed in the bulk rnaterial except that Qv¡ replaces N. to

account for interface traps.

A finite-element mesh consisting of 61 nodes and 30 quad-

ratic elements is used to discretize the area near the grain

boundary (located at X=0) from -1.0 to +1.5 microns. Care

must be taken to insure that an element does not cross the

boundary as the electrostatic field must be discontinuous

there. Às shown in Appendix C, the bias voltage is stepped

from 0.0 to L.2 volts wÍth Qf*= 2.0811 and Qvb= 1.5811 cm-2.

No excess (photo) generation was applied during the sample
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run shown in Appendix D. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show plots of

the grain-boundary potentials and of the carrier concentra-

tions f or the case of \,7= I.2 volts.
The first sequence of tests presented in this section in-

volve fixing Qf* at 2.0811 cm-2 and varying Qub *ithout any

excess generation rate (i.e. dark conditions). Plots of

current density versus applied bias potential are shown in

Figures 6.6 and 6.7, the latter being a semilogarithmic

plot. Three values of Qv¡ (1.0e11-,1.5811, and 2.0811 cm-2)

v¡ere used for this example. À plot of capacitance (f' cm-2)

versus bias potential is presented in Figure 6.8. The

steady-state capacitance of a grain-boundary ínterface is

observed to be affected more modestly than current density

by changes in the charge on the boundary.

In the next test, wê reverse the roles of ÇU and Qf* and

hold Qvb= 2.0811 cm-2 constant while Qt* is varied over

1"0E11r 1.5811, and 2"0E11 cm-Z" Again, there is no excess

(photo) generation rate" Figures 6"9 and 6.10 show current

density versus voltage for this case. Note that the current

densities are somewhat higher than in the previous case.

Capacitance versus voltage is plotted in Figure 6.11.

From the observations in Figures 6.6 to 6.11, one may

conclude that an increase in the fixed grain-boundary inter-
face charge has the affect of reducing the rnagnitude of the

majority carrier current. This is the result of an increase

in the potential barrier (í.e. the diffusion potential) at
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the grain boundary. In addition, the presence of interface

states with charge dependent upon the bias voltage (figures

6.6 to 6.8) gives rise to a reduced voltage dependence as

compared to the case of fixed interface charge (Figures 6,9

to 6.11.). This is a consequence of the pinning of the ma-

jority carrier quasi-Fermi potential at the grain boundary

by the interf ace states '1.527.

The final set of tests considers the effects of optical
illumination on an isolated grain boundary. Holding both

QvU and Qf* at 1.5811 cm-2, a photogeneration rate y¡as ap-

plied to the device. À plot of the carrier concentrations
(n and p) for various generation rates between 1.0815 and

1.0820 cm-3 s-I is given (under zero bias) in Figure 6.!2,
The upper set of curves in Figure 6.!2 represents the ma-

jority carrier concentration for var.ious photogeneration

rates. The concent,ration of rna jority carriers at the grain

boundary is independent of photogeneraÈion rate up to Ç=

1.0817 cm-3 s-l. Above this rate, conditions of high-level
injection occur, in which the minority-carríer concentration
(Iower curves in Figure 6.12) at the grain boundary becomes

equal to the majority-carrier concentration. Further in-
creases in photogeneration rate cause the diffusion poten-

tial at the grain boundary to decrease (as shown in Figure

6.13), giving rise to an appreciable photoconduction effect
[65].
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For each specified photogeneration rate, a current-volt-
age curve was produced. Figure 6.I4 illustrates how the

carrier profites change with increasing bias potentiaJ. at a

photogeneration rate of Ç= 1.0820 cm-3 s-l. Figures 6.15

and 6.16 show current density versus voltage for photogener-

ation rates between 1.0815 and 1.0820 cm-3 s-1. The capaci-

tance characteristics for this device are shown in Figure

6.l-7. Under low applied bias voltages, the effect of illu-
mination is to reduce the height of the potential barrier at

the grain boundary, and hence reduce the capacitance of the

device.

Under applied bias voltage, which varies from 0.0 to I.2
volts in 0 .2 volt increments in Figure 6.14 , the nra jority-
carrier concentration (upper curves) rernains well above the

minority-carrier concentration. Majority carriers are in-
jected across the grain boundary at a rate controlled by the

diffusion potential Vdo and hence by the photogeneration

rate G. For high photogeneration rates, Vdo is small. As

shown in Figures 6,15 and 6.16, the current in this case in-

creases rapídly with applied voltage. This is the photocon-

duction effect discussed above.

In summary, it has been shown that the numerical techni-

ques discussed in this thesis are of great value in obLain-

ing quantitative exploratory information about device pheno-

mína such as grain-boundary transport. More details on the

application of these tools in interpreting experimental re-
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sults on grain-boundary sampres has been pubrished elsewhere

162, 631. Àppendix E is a reprint of the paper "Electronic
Transport at Grain Boundaries in silicon" which appears in
Physical Review B.
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Chapter VII

CONCLUSIONS ÀND RECOMMENDÀTIONS

The present approach has proven to be a novel and effi-
cient method of solving the transport equations associated

with semiconductor devices. Starting with Poisson's equa-

tion and the current continuity equations, a set of three

nonlinear partial differential equations are derived. The

solution to these equations, in terms of the electrostatic
and quasi-Fermi potentials, is obtained through the use of a

combined finite-element, Newton-Raphson algorithm. A CAD

system, called MANIFEST, nas written to test the techniques

developed in the thesis.
To fully exploit the elegance of the finite-element meth-

od, variational anaJ.ysis (as applied to Poisson's equation)

has been shown to be an appropriate numerical method of so-

lution. Having derived an energy functional which is valid
under Dirichlet, Neumann, and mixed boundary conditions, a

matrix equation is obtained by Rayleigh-Ritz discretization.
The functional which allows for an inhomogeneous, êtniso-

tropic medium -- is shown to be both positive-definite and

self-adjoint under the stated boundary conditions. Addi-

tionally, al-I media and sources may be f unctions of the po-

tentials 0r, 0r,, and 0p. Due to t,he nonlinearity of the

problem, oo guarantee of uniqueness exists.
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The residual vector, defined as the difference between

the left and right-hand sides of the matrix equation, is
then forced to zero using a vector form of Newton's method.

Various extensions to the above process, such as ÈransienÈ

analysis and automatic step-limiting are possible. In prac-

tice one finds that the above algorithm works guite weLl.

Quadratic convergence, ês predicted for Newton's method, is
observed as the solution is approached. Àt this point, it
is useful to consider several key issues regarding t,he de-

sign of MÀNIFEST and this thesis.
The f irst question to answer is, vrhy vrere f inite-elements

chosen over finite-difference techniques? Virtually alI
seasoned numerical analysts who have solved complicated

field problems will agree that finite-differences, no matter

how - convoluted or evolved, are obsolete and antiquated.

Over the years, people have repeatedly reported high-order

difference formulas and multi-armed operaters which are de-

signed to cater for curved and/or irregular boundaries. In

practice, one finds hopelessly complicated programs which

are very limited in scope. More seriously, it becomes undu-

ly difficult to understand how or why such methods (don't)

work in relation to specific problems and geometries. On

the other hand, the finite-element method is based on sound

mathematical and physical principles. Use of a variational
approach, be it with an energy functional or not, gives the

user confidenee in his or her ansÌrers and allows better in-
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sight into the convergence properties of the algorithm. The

elements not only describe the geometry of the device in a

simple and accurate fashion, but expedite specification of

source, medium, boundary, and interface properties. In sum-

mary, finite elements represent a complete and unified ap-

proach to solving a wide varity of related probLems within

the context of a single (group) of computer programs.

Having decided the basic method of solution, one next

must consider how to handle the nonlinearity of the semicon-

ductor transport equations. The general principle behind

the numerical solution of a nonlinear equation is to guess

at a possible solution, invert a related quasi-Iinear sys-

tem matrix (evaluated with the most recent potentials), and

iterate the above process until the sequence of solutions

appears to converge (i.e. this is the "contraction mapping"

approach). Such a scheme may or may not converge depending

prirnarily on hg*t 'nonlinear" the original problem is. For

the case at hand, the degree of nonlinearity is strongly de-

pendent upon the magnitude of the concentration of the do-

pants. As a general ruler âDy problem of interest or prac-

tical importance wiII probably not converge. It was this
observation that prornpted the decision to employ a Newton-

Raphson algorithm rather than a simple successive-approxima-

tion scheme.

Even within the context of Newton's method, several re-

searchers have published reports of various modifications
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and algorithmic improvements. Most have aimed at reducing

the cost of each iteration rather than increasing conver-

gence rates or accuracy. Having studied (and often tried)
many such modificatons, it is the author's opinion that one

should concentrate on mathematically correct and justifiable
algorithms. Most forms of modification will improve conver-

gence rates for a given set of problems, but in the long run

they often increase the user's costs due to useless attempts

at nimproving" problems outside of the scope of the modifi-

cation. ÀIthough MÀNIFEST retains a few refinement parame-

ters (e.g. the acceleration factor, auto-step Iimiting), one

should be very careful ùith their use.

When considering the coupling of the three Poisson-like

equations, again two choices are available; simple iteration
or a fuII Newton-Raphson scheme. If the degree of coupling

(i.e. related to the magnitude of the current density) is

sufficiently Iow, simple iteration between the equations may

be stabfe and hence cost Jess than a complete Newton's ap-

proach. However, we have observed quadratic convergence

with Newton's method whereas the simpler technique wilI, ât

best, only converge Iinearly. Of course each iteration is
much more expensive due to the much larger matrix which must

be ínverted, Às the device under study departs from equi-

Iibrium, the continuity equations become tightJ.y coupled and

Newton's method is required to retain convergence.
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One possibility which, with care, could increase conver-

gence and stability would be to implement a reliable inter-
step interpolation scheme. Presenlly, MÀNIFEST uses the

previous solution as its guess to the next solution. By us-

ing information from earlier solution steps, it is possible

to provide an improved estirnate for the forthcomming itera-
tion. Originally, a linear extrapolation routine was in-
cluded in MANIFEST. For very simple devices (i.e. lightly
doped diodes) there ¡ras a narked improvement in algorithmic

stability. Unfortunately, as the device became more nonli-

near the extrapolation process provided less accurate esti-
mates than those without extrapolation. Hence, the above

scheme (which was in any case not very general) was deleted.

Within MANIFEST, two element structures were tested:

those using linear and quadratic basis functions. Às ex-

pected , a grid of quadratic elements produces smoother and

more accurate results than an equivalent mesh of linear ele-

ments. Of course processing costs will rise with the in-
crease in accuracy (even for the same number of unknowns) as

a quadratíc element generates a rather large bandwidth in

the system matrix. Unfortunately, extra care must be ap-

plied when using quadratic meshes as the potentials may oc-

casionally overshoot their true values near regions of high

electric fields. This phenomenon, which cannot easily occur

with linear elements, ßây lead to spurious oscillations in

the solution and can seriously affect the convergence prop-

erties of the Newton-Raphson algorithm.
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The reader will note the use of quadrilaterals rather

than triangles in the two-dirnensional version of MÀNIFEST.

Although nearly any shape could be used for element design

(and different shapes can be intermixed), quadrilaterals al-
low for a straightforward and uniform extension to three-di-
mensional programs. À recent review of newly developed fi-
nite-element programs indicates a trend away from triangular
f orms 1,201.

When solving semiconductor device problems with MÀNIFEST,

the user should attempt to extract as must useful informa-

tion about the device as possible with a one-dirnensional

model before proceeding with a two or three-dimensional

analysis. The cost of analyzing a device Íncreases dramati-

cally as the number of spatial dimensions increase. Not

only are more nodes involved (hence there are more eguations

to process) but the cost of matix inversion also increases

with its size. As opposed to the obvious use of such a de-

sign tool, i.e. generating terminal operating characteris-

tics, the most interesting and potentially useful inforn¡a-

tion is contained in the solution potentials. In general,

the electrostatic and quasi-Fermi potentials wiIl be known

far more accurately that current density or capacitance

characteristics. In future, researchers using such simula-

tion tools should concentrate on studing device physics from

the potentiaLs (or energy bands) rather than relying solely

on measured terminal behavior.
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There are several areas where MANIFEST could be substan-

tially improved. For any field problem' one is always faced

with producing a suitable finite-element mesh which repre-

sents the best tradeoff between node density and running

time. Usua1ly, the mesh density is increased near regions

where one expects a large field gradient (as near geometíc

singularities). The semiconductor problem compounds mesh

design in two respects: devices tend to be split into do-

mains of low gradient potentials which are coupled by high

gradient ridges (e,9. the emitter, base, and collector re-

gions of'a transistor); and these high-field ridges may mi-

grate through the device as the operating conditions change.

Both points can be solved (although not easily) with an

adaptive mesh-refinement algorithm. Ideally, the algorithm

would monitor local convergence (via the residuals) and

field strength, adding (or deleting) nodes where necessi-

cary, Another possible solution would make use of "inteIIi-
gent elementsn which monitor their gradient and introduce

field singularities if the gradient becomes too high. Such

a scheme would be useful for a wide variety of field prob-

Iems, Iinear or otherwise,

As a final advance towards a completely automated pro-

gram, the run-step sequencer could be designed to pick opti-
mal steps (of time, bias potential, etc') so as to trace a

characteristic curve for some device with minimal cost and

operator intervention. In general, future developments in
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device modelling programs should strive towards techniques

which are sirnple to use and are guaranteed to produce rea-

sonably accurate results. As these programs will be prima-

rily used by highly trained design engineers, computer cosÈs

will not be a major factor when evaluating their perform-

ancg.

The finite-element method, when conbined with a Newton-

Raphson algorithm, âIlows a complete and unified treatment

of electronic transport in semiconductor devices. Higher-

order, isoparametric elements permit accurate modelling of

geometry, media, and source characteristics over a wide

range of operating conditions. For many existing and forth-
coming devices, this method provides a viable aLternative to
other analysis schemes.
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Àppendix À

THE MÀNIFEST USERI S GUTDE

The 'MANIFEST Users's Guide" describes the first version

of the Manitoba Finite-EIement Semiconductor TooI which was

developed by the author during the course of this thesis at

the University of Manitoba from 1982 to 1983.

Àfter reviewing the basic THEORY of the finite-element

and Newton-Raphson algorithms in Chapter I, a detailed de-

scription of GENERAL USAGE AND PROGRÀMMING PHILOSOPHY is

given in Chapter II. The user is introduced to the various

subroutines, variables, conmon blocks, and data files which

comprise the system. Details of essential user programming

(such as allocating computer storage and writing problem de-

pendent subroutines) are discussed and various pre- and

post-processing facilities are introduced. In Chapter III,
aIl relevant COMMÀND DESCRIPTIONS are presented. Chapter IV

gives several detailed programming EXÀMPLES (wittr complete

data and output Ìistings) while a number of important

LIMITÀTIONS ÀND EXTENSIONS are discussed in Chapter V.

Copies of the "MANIFEST User's Guide" (TR82-5) may be ob-

tained by contacting the Department of Electrical Engineer-

ing at the University of Manitoba (winnipeg, Manitoba, Cana-

da, R3T 2N2 ) .
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Appendix B

DEVICE PARAMETERS

The following parameters may be used with

(2.ø) to describe carrier mobility in silicon.
is reproduced from Kurata t9, p. 111.

express i on

This table

Parameter up un

0
N""f (cm-3) 6.30816

7 .608-1
4.95802
4.77801
1 " 95804
1.0

5081 6
208-t
33803
50E01
00803
0

I
7
I
6
I
2

(cnT/v /su'max
u
Lmln

(cnL/v /s
cm-1 )

ß"

These ionizatíon-rate parameters are to
pressions (2,27 ) and Q.28). This table

from Kurata [9, p. 14J.

be used with ex-

is also adapted

Parameter A
(cm-1)

b
(v cm-l)

Electron
Hole

3.8086
2 "2587

1.7586
3 "2586
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Appendix C

THE GRÀIN-BOUNDARY PROGRÀM

This appendix provides the source Iisting for a one-di-

mensional grain-boundary simulation program. Users can eas-

ily vary parameters relating to the bulk semiconductor (n-

type silicon in this case) and the grain-boundary interface.
In particular, the interface is modelled as an infinitely
thin sheet of charge located at X=0. The total charge is
given by:

Qir= -Q* (\ru"f * Qr*)

where q is the charge of an electron (1.60228-19 C), Qvb is
a constant factor reflecting the density of interface states

with charge dependent upon the potentíaIs, Qf* is a constant

factor reflecting the density of fixed charge, and f (0<f<1)

determines the probability of occupation of a grain-boundary

trap by an electron" À sample run of this program is pro-

vided in Appendix D.
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/ /STEP1 EXEC FORTXCG,OPT=2,MAP=NOMAP,S=NOS,
/ / PARM.G0=,SIZE=s12K,Ep=MAiN,,REGroN=5't2K,
// USERLIB=,SHAW.MANTFEST.DBL,LOAD,,P=D,AD=DBLPAD4
/ /FORT. SYSPRINT DD DUMMY

/ /FORT, SYSIN DD *

MANTFEST --- MANITOBA FINITE-ELEMENT SEMICONDUCTOR TOOL
ONE-DIMENSI ONAL VERSION

GRAIN-BOUNDARY PROGRAM

CALL MANGOl
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE EVALl (TPHI, XPOSN)

PROCESS MEDlA AND VOLUME SOURCES FOR
1D GRAIN-BOUNDARY MODEL

REAL TPHI (MAXNOD,3,2),XPOSN(MAXNOD).NI,NCHRG, NT,KT

COMMON /PARMS/TEMPER, DOPE, EPSON, UN, UP, SIGN, SI GP, VTH, NT, OVB, GENER
&QFX

COMMON /PARMS2/NI , KT, ECHRG
COMMON /MI SC 1 /MAXNOD, MAXELM, MAXEC I, MAXEC2, N, NV, NNODES, NELEMS
COMMON /ÌîITSC?/P1,P2,P3,P.IP,P2P, P3P,X,NODNUM, IELEM, IEQNUM
COMMON /MTSCA /RR.I , RK2 , RK3 , S 1 , 52 , S3 , DRK 1 , DRK 1N , DRK 1P , DRK2 , DRK2N ,

8DRK2P, DRKs, DRK3N, DRK3P, OS 1, DS 1N, DS 1 P, DS2, DS2N, DS2P, DS3, OS3N, DSSP

CALL GPARMS(TPHI , XPOSN)
NCHRG=Nr *EXp ( ( p 1 -p2) /Rr )
PCHRG=Nr *EXP( ( P3_P1 )/KT )

S I =-ECHRG* ( PCHRG-NCHRG+DoPE )
DS 1 =ECHRG* ( ( pCnpe+r¡CHRG )/KT )
DSlN=-ECHRG+NCHRG/KT
DS I P=-ECHRG*PCHRG/KT

52 = ( ECHRG*N I * * 2 * S I GN * S I cp * VTH*NT - ECHRG r S I GN* S I Gp *VTH*NT * PCHRG*
&NCHRG ) / ( NI +S I GN+N J *S I GP+S Ì GN*NCHRG+S I GP * PCHRG ) +ECHRG*GENER

DENOM=(KT*NI**2*SIGN**2+2.*KT*NJ,I,+2*SIGN*SIGP+KT*NI**2*sIGP**2+2.*
&KT,*NI*qIGNx*2*NCHRG+2.*KT*NI*SIGN*SIcp*(PCHRG+NCHRG)+2.{,KT*NI*SJGp
&**2*PCHRG+KT+SIGN**2*NCHRG**2+2. i(KT*SIcN*SIGpxpCHRG*NCHRG+KT*SIGp*
&+2xPCHRG**2 )

D52 = ( - E CHRG* N I * * 2 x S J GN* *2 ¡r S I cp *VTH*NT *NCHRG+ ECHRG *N I * i 2 * S I GNk S I Gp *
&*2 *VTH*NT *PCHRG+ECHRG*S I GN* *2xS I cp*VTH*NT *pCHRG*NCHRG* *2-ECHRc*
&s I GNx S I GP * +2 {.VTHr, NT,* PCHRG* * 2 *NCHRG ) /DENOM

DS2N= ( ECHRG* N I * * 2 * S I cN* *2 * S I Gp *VTH*NT *NCHRG+ E CHRc*N I * S J GN* * 2 *S I Gp ¡*

&vTH*NT *PCHRc*NCHRc+ECHRc*NI *S I GN* S I Gpx * 2*VTH*NT*pCHRG*NCHRG+ECHRGT
&s I GN * S I cp * * 2 * VTH*NT *,pCHRc+ * 2xNCHRG ),/DENOM

D52P=(-ECHRG*l,tI*+2*SIGN+çIGp**2*VTH*NT*PCHRG-ECHRG*NI*SJGN**2*SJcp
&*vTH*NT*PCHRc*NCHRG-ECHRc*NI'kSIGN*SIcp**2*VTH*NT*pCHRG*NCHRG-ECHRG
& * S I cN* ¡* 2 rS I cp *VTH*NT x PCHRGxNCHRG* *2 ) /DENOM

53=52
DS3=DS2
DS3N=DS2N
DS3P=DS2P

DEFINE PERMITTIVITY OF MEDIA

70 c
c
c
c
c
c

80
90

100
1'to
120
r30
140
150
160
170
't80
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
294

"1OO310
320
\, ét
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630

c
c
c
c

c

c

c

c

c

c
c
c

RK 1 = ( 8 . A5428 - 14 ) *EPSON
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640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
?80
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
860
870
880
890
900
910
920
ô?^

940
950
960
970
980
o6^

'tooo
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
I 100
1110
1 120
1 130
1 140
1 150
1 160
1't70
1 180
1't90
1 200
12',tO
1220
1 230
1240
1 250
1260

c
c
c
c
c
c

c

c

c

c

c

c

DRK I =O. O

DRKlN=O.O
DRKlP=O.O

RK2 =UN*NCHRG* ECHRG
DRK2=RK2lKT
DRK2N= -DRK2
DRK2P=O. O

RK3 = -UP * PCHRG* ECHRG
DRK3 = -RK3,/KT
DRK3N=O. O
DRK3P= -DRK3

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE USRRUN(TPHI , D1 , MAP )

UPDATE DIRICHLET BOUNDARYS FOR ILLUMINATION CHANGES
VALID ONLY UNDER LOW INJECTION CONDITTONS

I. E. ASSUME: GENER= (PCHRG-NT ) * (VTX*¡¡T*STGP)

REAL TPHI(MAXNOD,3,2),NI,NT,KT
INTEGER MAP(MAXNOD)

COMMON /PARMS/TEMPER, DOPE, EPSON, UN, UP, SIGN, SIGP, VTH, NT, QVB, GÊNER,
&QFX

COMMON ,/PARMS2/NI , KT, ECHRG
COMMON/MI SC 1 /MAXNOD, MAXELM, MAXEC 1, MAXEC2, N, NV, NNODES, NE LEMS

DE LTp =KT * ALOG ( ( GENE R,/ ( S I ep *Vtg*NT ) +N I * * Z / OOP E ) / NI )
DELTN=Kr*AL0c( DopE/Nr )
DELT=DELTP+DELTN
rF (MAP( I ). EO.O) TPHI( 1,3, 1 )=TPHI (1,2,1 )+DeUr
IF (MAP(NNODES). EO,O) TPHI(NNODES,3, 1 )=TPHI(NNODES,2, 1 )+DELT

R ETURN
END
SUBROUTINE USER(TPHI,XPOSN)

INTTIALlZE POTENTIALS AND PARMS FOR GB

REAL TPHI(MAXNOD,3,2),XPOSN(MAXNOD),NI,NT,KT

COMMON /PARMS/TEMPER, DOPE, EPSON, UN, UP, STGN, SIGP, VTH, NT, QVB, GENER,
&QFX

COMMON /PARMS2,/NI , KT, ECHRG
COMMON /MISCl/MAXNOD,MAXELM, MAXEC1,MAXEC2,N, NV,NNODES, NELEMS

READ FUNCTTON SI./ITCH

READ (S,*) ISrrtT
IF (ISI¡JT.NE.1) GO TO 10

DEFINE FTXED PARMS (HELMUT !/OLF / SIZ)

EGO=1. 1 19
DEGDT=-2 .3E-4
ECHRG= 1 . 6O22E - I I
KT=8 .6 1 TOBE-5*TEMPER
EG= EGO+DEGDT* ( TEMPER-3OO. O )
NI =6. 1 90E I 5* ( TEMpER** 1 . 5 ) *EXP ( -EG/ ( 2 . O*KT ) )

c
c
c

c

c
c
c

c
c
c
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1270
1 280
I 290
1 300
't 310
I 320
1 330
1 340
't 350
I 360
r 370
1 380
1 390
1400
14'lO
1420
I 430
1440
1 450
1 460
1470
1 480
1 490
1 500
15rO
1 520
1 530
I 540
1 550
I 560
't 570
r 580
I 590
1 600
16 10
I 620
1 630
1 640
1 650
1 660
1 670
1 680
I 690
1 700
1710
't720
I 730
17 40
1 750
1 ?60
1770
1 780
1 790
't800
1810
't 820
t 830
r 840
I 850
I 860
r 870
1 880
1 890

c
10
c
c
c

20
c
30
40

c

c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

PRINT 40,TEMPER,KT, EG,NI

rF (rsurr.NE.2) Go T0 30

INIT TPHI

pHr S=2. O+KT*ALgG(DgpE/NI )
p¡.1¡¡=p¡tg/2.O
PHI P=PHI S+KT*ALoG ( ( GENER/ ( S I GP *VTH*NT ) +N¡'* *279OPE ) /NI )
DO 20 I= 1 , NNODES
TPHI(I,1,1)=P¡¡5
TPHI(I,2, 1 )=PHIN
TPHI(r,3,1)=p¡11p
CONT I NUE

R ETURN
FORMAT (/' PROPERTIES OF SILTCON'//' lEMPERATURE =',F5.O/' KI ='

&812.4/' EG = ' ,E12.4/ ' Nl =' ,8 12.4)
END
SUBROUTINE EVAL2(TPHI , XPOSN)

PROCESS GRAIN.BOUNDARY SOURCE TERMS (QVB AND QFX)

QVB TS PROPORTTONAL TO VARIABLE CHARGE ON THE GB
( I . E, NIS= QVB*F )

QFX IS PROPORTIONAL TO FIXED CHARGE ON THE GB
TOTAL CHARGE IS: QIS= ECHRG * (QVB*F + QFX)

COMMON,/PARMS,/TEMPER, DOPE, EPSON, UN, UP, S I GN, S I GP . VTH, NT, QVB, GENER,
&OFX

COMMON ,/PARMS2/NI , KT, ECHRG
COMMON,/MI SC 1,/MAXNOD, MAXE LM, MAXEC.l, MAXEC2, N, NV, NNODES, NE LEMS
COMMON /MISCz/P1,P2,P3, P.IP, P2P,P3P,X,NODNUM, IELEM, IEQNUM
coMMoN /MI SCs,/CURT 1, CURT2, CURT3, DC 1, DC 1N, DC 1 P, DC2, DC2N, DC2P, DC3,

&DC3N, DC3P

REAL TPHI (MAXNOD,3,2),XPOSN(MAXNOD),NI,KT,NT,NCHRG

CALL GPARMS(TPHI , XPOSN)
NCHRG=NI *EXp ( ( p 1 -p2) /RI )
pcHRG=Nr *EXp( ( p3_p 1 )/KT )

f = ( frll * S I GP+S I GN*NCHRG ) / ( NI *SI GN+NI *S I GP+S I GN*NCHRG+SI GP*PCHRG )
DENOM= (KT*NI * *2*SIGN**2+2 . *KTxNI * x2*SI GNxSIGP+KT*NI **2*SIGP**2+2 . *

&KT*NI*SIGN*x2*NCHRG+2.*KT*NI*SJGN*SIGp*(PCHRG+NCHRG)+2.*KT*NI¡*SIGP
&**2*PCHRG+KT*SIGN**2*NCHRG**2+2, *KT*SIGN*SIGP*PCHRG*NCHRG+KT'i'SIGP+
&x2*pCHRG**2 )

DF 1 = ( NI *SIGN*+2*NCHRG+NI *SI GP**2*PCHRG+2 . *SIGN*SIGP*PCHRG*NCHRG ),/
&DENO[1

D F 2 = ( -NI * S I GN* * 2 *NCHRG- S I GN* S I GP * PCHRG*NCHRG ) /DENOM
D F 3 = ( -NI X S I GP X * 2 *PCHRG- S I GN* S I GP *PCHRG*NCHRG ) /DENOM

CURT 1 =-ECHRG* ( oVB*F+eFX )
DC 1 = - ECHRG *QVB *DF 1

DC 1N=-ECHRG*QVB*DF2
DClP=-ECHRG*QVB*DF3

CURT2= ( ECHRG*NJ * *2*SI GN*SI GP*VTH*QVB- ECHRG*S I GN*SI GP*VTH*QVB*PCHRG
&*NCHRG ) / ( NI *S IGN+NI *s I GP+sI GN*NCHRG+S I GP*PCHRG )

DENOM=(KT'*NI*+2*SIGN**2+2.*KT*NI*x2*SIGN*SIGP+KT'*NI**2*SIGP**2+2.*
&KT,fNI'r.SIcN*,*2*NCHRG+2.*KT*NI*SIcN*SIcp*(PCHRG+NCHRG)+2.*KTxNI*SIGP
&**2*pcr-tRG+KT*SIGN**2*NCHRG,**2+2. *KT*SIGN*SIGP*PCHRG*NCHRG+KT*SIGP*
&*2*PCHRG* *2 )

c

c

c
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f900
19 10
I 920
19 30
1 940
1 950
1 960
I 970
1 980
I 990
2000
20 10,
2020,
2030,
2040,
2050,
2060,
2070,
2080,
2090,
2100,
2110 .

2120.
2130.
2140,
2150
2160.
2170.
2180.
2190.
2200.
2210.
2220.
2230.
2240.
2250.
2260.
2270.
22AO.
2290.
2300.

2320.
2330.
2340.
2350.
2360,
2370.
2380.
2390.
24c0.
2410.
2420.
2430.
2440.
2450.
2460.
2470.
2440.
2490.
2soo.
2510.
2520.

53
7
'|

11
21
3'l
41
51
61
DEFINE
â

DC2 = ( - ECHRG*N I x * 2 * S I GN* * 2'i S I Gp * VTH*OVB *NCHRG+ ECHRG *NI * * 2 * S I GN* S I Gp
&* *2*VTH*QVB *PCHRG+ECHRG*S I GN* *2 * S JGp*VTH*QVB*pCHRG*NCHRG* *2_ECHRG*
&S I GN* S I cp* * 2 *VTH+OVB * pCHRG*,i. 2 *NCHRG ) /DEN0M

DC2N= ( ECHRG*NI * *2 * S J GN* * 2 * S I cp * VTH* QVB *NCHRG+ E CHRG+N I,r S I cN* * 2 x S I Gp
&*vTH*QVB *PCHRG*NCHRG+ECHRGxNI *S I GN* SIGp* *2 *VTH*QVB*pCHRG*NCHRG+
&ECHRGxS I GN* S I Gp* *2 rVTH*QVB*PCHRG* *2 *NCHRG ),/DENoM

DC2P = ( - ECHRG*NI * *2 *S I GN*S I GP* *2 *VTH*QVB *PCHRG. ECHRG*NI ¡i(S I GN* *2 *
&sIGP*VTHxQVB*pCHRG*NCHRc-ECHRG,TNI*SIcN*SIGp*,r2*VTH*QVB*pCHRG'T.NCHRG
&_ ECHRG* S IcNx *2*SI cp*VTH*eVB*PCHRG*NCHRc**2 ),/DEN0M

c
CURT3=CURT2
DC3=DC2
DC3N=DC2N
DC3P=DC2P

c
RETURN
END

//GC. SYSLOUT DD DUMMY

//GO.F1O2FOO1 DD DSN=&&SYSWRK,UNIT=SYSDA, SPÄCE=(TRK, ( 1, 1 ) ),
// DISP=(NEw,DELETE),oce=(REcFM=FB,LREcL=so,BLKSIzE=8ooo)
/ /EO.rTOSqOOl DD DSN=SHAll/,PHI,oATA,DISP=SHR
/ /CO.çTOAçOO1 DD DSN=SHAI¡/.PARM.DATA,DISP=SHR
,//eo.sysrru oo 'r
TITLE /* DEr INE PROBLEM'S TITLE 'rl
GRAIN BOUNDARY
COMMENT

***** GRAIN_ 1D )r* *'**

GRAIN BOUNDARY PROBLEM I,,ITH THE
FOLLOV/ING PARAMETERS :

1

3
4
5
6
7
I
ô
'to
1'l
12

TEMP ER
DOP E

E PSON
UN
UP
SIGN
SIGP
VTH
NT
QVB
GENER
QFX

TEMPERATURE (K)
DoPTNG CONCENTRATToN (DoNoR) (CM-3)
RELATIVE PERMITTIVITY
ELECTRON MOBILTIY (CNZ V-1 S-T)
HOLE MOBILTTY (CM2 V-1 S-1)
CAPTURE CROSS SECTION ELECTRONS (CM2)
caPTURE CROSS SECTION HOLES (CM2)
THERMAL CARRIER VELOCITY (CM S-1)
TRAP CONCENTRATION (BULK) (CM-3)
TRAP CONCENTRATION FACTOR (GB) (CM-2)
GENERATION RATE (SEC-1 CM-3)
FIXED CHARGE FACTOR ON GB (CM-2)

NOCOMMENT
GRID /* SET UP FE MESH FROM -1.O TO +1.5 MICRONS */

1.
-1
-o

oE -4
.o
.5
aÉ

.o
âE

.50

-o
o
o
o
1

't11
1

211
61

321

.50
/* ettO=1, V(+)=2, cg=g ,F/

/* ELCC 1 Is ALWAYS GROUND *,/

/* v(+) */

/* EtEc 3 Is cB *,/
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2530.
2540.
2550.
2560.
2570.
2580.
2590.
2600.
26 10.
2620.
2630.
2640.
2650.
2660.
2670.
2680.
2690.
2700.
27 10.
2720.
2730.
27 40.
2150.
2760.
2770.
2740.
2790.
2800.
2810.
2820.
2830.
2840.
2850.
2860.
2870.
2880.
2890.
2900.
2910 .

2920.
2930.
2940.
2950.
2960.
2970.
2980.
2990.
300c.
3010 .

e^1^

3030.
3040.
3050.
3060.
3070.
3080.
3090.
3100.
3110.
3120.
3r30.
3r40.
3r50.
3160,
3170.
3180.

ét
PARMS
'12

12
USE R

I
USER
2
NOLIST

/* USE CGS UNITS THROUGHOUT X/

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
o

10
11

3OO.O TEMPER
3,0815 DOPE
11,8 EPSON (SI)
1350.O UN
475 .O UP
1 .OE- r6 SIGN
LOE-
l.oE7
't.oE l

o.o
o.o
o.o

14 SIGP
VTH

7 NT (raUp= 1.OE-1O SEC)
QVB
GENER
QFX

INITIALIZE UPARMS2" */

INITIALIZE TPII¡ *,/

RUN
ó

o.o
-12
o.o
-12
o.o
-10

CLAS S

RUN

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

(orx)

(orx)

(OVB)

,/* EXTABLI SH GBooooo
+t.ooE11

+2 . OOE'l 'l

+1.50E11

14 01
/* SWCSP GB BIAS POTENTIAL *,/
o10

o.o 1

o.o 1

22
o.o I
22

o.o 1

22
o.o 1

o.o 1

22
o.o 1

22
o.o 1

22
o.o 1

22
o.o 1

22
o.o 1

22
o.o I
22

o.o 1

22
o.o 1

22

o.o o.o

o.o5 0.o5

o.os o.os

o.10 0.10

o.10 0.10

o.10 0.10

o.10 0.10

o.10 0.10

o.10 0.10

o.10 0.10

o.10 0,10

o.10 0.10

o.10 0.10

o. to o,10
/* CALCULATE PARMS

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o5

o5

10

10

10

10

10

10

to

10

10

10

10

'l

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

10

11

12

't3

't4

<== COUNT STEPS

GENERATE
111
1 31
CAPAC I TANC E

FINISH

1.59



Àppendix D

SÀMPLE OUTPUT

IAN¡FEST VERSION I.B-IÞ

PRoCESS¡NG '.> TITLE /* DEF¡NE ÞRoBLEM'S TIILE */

ÞROBLEI, TITLE: GRÀIN BOUNDARY

HANIFEST VERSION I.S-ID

GRAIN BOUNDARY

PROCESS¡NG ..> COTIHENI

*f *** GRAIN- 1D *r*rt

GRÂ¡N BOUNDARY PROBLEM I'¡TH THE
FOLLOIJING PARAÍI{ETERS :

't

5
4

6
7
8

10
ll

l Ei'P ER
DOPE
EPSON
UN
UP
SIGN
SIGP
VTH
NT
0vB
GENER
OFX

lEI¡|PERÀTURE (K)
DOP¡NG CONCENTRATION (DONOR) (CI,!-3)
RELAT¡VE PERIf ITTIVtlY
ELECTRON IIOBILTTY (Ctl2 V-l S-1)
HOLE HOBILITY (CM2 V-T S-I)
CAPTURE CROSS SECÎ¡ON ELECTRONS (CII2)
CAPTURE CROSS SECTION HOLES (CI,I2)
ÍHERI,iAL CARRIER VELOCITY (Cil S-1 )
TRAP CoNCENTRATTON (BULK) (Cr,r-3)
TRÂP CONCENÎRAT¡ON FACTOR (GB) (CIT-2)
GENERATION RATE (SEC-f CI,!-3)
F¡XED CHARGE FACTOR ON CB (CIT-2)

NOCOMMENI

¡IANTFEST VERS¡ON 1.8-ID

GRÂIN BOUNDARY

PROCESSING..> GR¡D /'SET UP FE XESH FROM -I.O TO +I.5 TIICRONS t/

¡NPUT UNIT(S) ' 5
oPTroN r(s) ¡ 3
,t OF ELEMÊNIS. 30
/ OF NODES . 6'l
SCALE FACTOR - O.'IOOOD-O3

ELEr{(S)

'|

3
4
5
6
7
I
I

10
11
'12

. t3
14
t5
l6
l7
l8
l9
20
21
22

24
25

3
5
7
I

ll
l3
r5
17
le
21
23
25
27
29
3l
33
35
37
39
41
49
43
47
49
5l

NODÊ(S)

12
34
56
78
9to

tr 12
l3 t4
l5 t6
17 18
te 20
21 22
23 24
25 26
27 28
29 30
31 32
33 94
35 36
s7 38
39 40
41 42
43 44
45 46
47 49
49 50
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NODE(S) COORD¡NATE(S)

5l
55
57
Êo

53
55
57
59
61

roooD-o3
9380D-04
8760D-04
I I 70D-O4
7580D-04
7050D-O4
65200-04
6080D-04
56400-04
5320D-04
5000D-04
4750D-04
4500D-04
4250D-04
4000D-04
3750D-04
3500D-04
32sOD-04
3000D-04
27500-04
2500D-04
2250D-04
20000-o4
I 750D-O4
1 5000-04
I 250D-04
roooD-04
7500D-05
soooD-o5
2500D-05
o
2500D-O5
50000-o5
?sooD-05
roooD-04
I 250D-04
I 500D-04
1 750D-04
2000D-04
2250D-04
25000-04
2750D-04
3000D-o4
32500-04
3500D-04
3750D-04
4000D-04
4250D-04
4500D-04
4750D-04
50000-04
5460D-04
59200-04
6740D-04
7560D-04
a650D-04
9740D-04
1 t01D-O3
1 228D-03
I 364D-03
r5000-03

52
54
56
58
60

26

28
29
30

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
I

ro
ll
12
t3
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

23
24
25
26
27
2A
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
5r

53
54
55
56
57
58

60
61

-o
-o
-o
-o
-o
-o
-o
-o
-o
-o
'-o
-o
-o
-o
-o
-o
-o
-o
-o
-o
-o
-o
-o
-o
-o
-o
-o
-o
-o

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

IiIANIFEST VERSION 1.8-lD

GRAIN BOUNDARY

pRocEsstNG ¡.> DEFTNE /* Gl,¡D-r, V(+).2, OB.3 */

,, OF ELECTRODES TO PROCESS ¡ 3

ELECTODE ¡r.

NODE(S)

, OF NODES . IIYPE . t
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ELECI0DE,t.

rcDE(S)

61

ELECTODE r .

NODE(S)

31

2

3

ÍYPE . I / OF NODES . I

TYPE . 2 ,t OF NODES . I

IIANI FEST VERSION. I ,8- 1D

GRA¡N BOUNDARY

PROCESSING ¡T> PARilS /* USE CGS UN¡TS THROUGHOUT */

r PARiIS TO READ . I2

NO, PARTiAMETER(S)

,!

3
4

6
7
I
I

10
1l
12

o. 3000D+o3
o.3000D+16
o. 1 180D+O2
b . r 3soD*o¿
o.4750D+O3
o.1000D-15
o,10000-13
o. roooD+o8
o. toooD+18
o.o
o.o
o.o

IIANIFEST VERSION 1.8-10

GRAIN BOUNOARY

PROCESSING '.> USER /+ ¡NIT¡ALIZE ¡PARMS2. *./

ÞROPERTIES OF SILTCON

TEHPERÂTURE . 3OO
KT . O.2585D-O1
EG' O.1119D+Ol
N¡ - O.1282D+1 t

I,IANTFEST VERSION I.8-ID

GRAIN BOUNDARY

PROCESSING t:> USER /* ¡NIT¡AL¡ZE TPHI */

I'ANIFEST VERSION I.8-1D

GRA¡N BOUNDARY

PROCESSING :.> NOL¡ST

I,lÀN¡FEST VERSION t.8-ID
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GRA¡N BOUNDARY

PROCESS¡NG ¡.> RUN /* EXTABLISH GB +/

, OF sT€PS . 3
üAX. I OF ITERATTONS . IO-
IIAX¡I,IUH DTSPLACEilENT NORM ¡ O. lOOOD-O2
ACCELERATION FACTOR . O, IOOOD+O1
OPÎ¡oNr(S)! O O O O O

ELÊCTRoDE ,r -12 PROCESS COOE -
vaLuE(s). o. loooD+t2

BIAS. O:O

STEP NUTIBER ¡ I
TlltlE. O.O
NU¡IBER OF ELECÎRODES .

RECORD OF CONVERGENCE

ITER DISP. NORII

SPARSE MAIRIX SOLUÍION BY ZOLLENKOPF BIFACTORIZATION

LOCATIONS USED BEFORE SIrlAS "

I.AXIMUM LOCAT¡ONS USED . 172

NUr¡IBER OF FILL-INS ' O

LOCAT¡ONS USED AFTER S¡l'lAS '

172

86
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I
2
I
4

t
2
3
4

o. 930sD-o2
o. 7209D-O2
o. t8l tD-02
o. 76 I 3D-O4

ELECTRODE /: -12 PROCESS CODE .
VALUE(S): O.2OOOÐ+12

B¡AS. O.O

STEP NUI,IBER . 2
TIIiE È O,O
NUI,IBER OF ELECTRODES .

RECORD OF'CONVERGENCE

ITER DTSP. NORM

o.342?D-01
o.2505D-Ol
o. 64 1 9D-O2
o . 3786D -03

B¡aS t O.O

BIAS r O,O

BIAS ¡ O.O

TIItE s O.O
NUHBER OF ELECTRODES .

3

ELECIRODE ,: -1O PROCESS CODE =
VALUE(S); O. lSOOD+12

BIÀS ¡ O.O

RECORD OF CONVERGENCE

ITER

I
2
3
4

o.4235D-O r
o.8812D-O2
o. 2004D -o2
o.7833D-O4

Þ¡SP. NORI!

iIANTFEST VERSION t .8- 1D

GRA¡N BOUNDARY

PROCESSING .'> CLASS

PROBLEI,I CLASS STRUCTURE . 3

IIANIFEST VERS¡ON I.B.ID

GRÀIN BOUNDÂRY

PRoCESSING ¡¡> RUN /* SHEEP cB SIAS POTENI¡AL */

, 0F STEPS . l4
TAX. / OF ¡TERAT¡ONS . .IO

IIAX¡I¡UM D¡SPLACEflENf NORH t O, lOOOD-O2
ACCELERAIION FACTOR ' O.tOOOD+Ol
oPTION r($) . 6 'l O I O

SIEP NU¡IBER . 4
TIHE. O,O
NUHBER OF ELECÎRODES .

2 PROCESS C00E .
o.o o.o

ELECTRoDE / r

VALUE(S): O.O

174
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EIAS . O.O

RECORD OF CONVERGENCE

ITER DTSÞ. NORrl

LOCATIONS USED BEFORE SIT.AS . I9O2

flAXIHUil LOCAÎ¡ONS USED s .I9O2

NUHBER OF FILL:INS I 126

LOCAÎIONS USED AFTER SIiIAS . IO14

SPARSE TATRIX SOLUTION BY ZOLLENKOPF BIFACTOR¡ZAT¡ON
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r o.508r0-o7

BIAS. O.O

STEP NUMBER . 5
TIME. O.O
NUI,IBER OF ELECTRODES'

ELECTRODE /: 2 PROCESS CODE . 2
VALUE(S): O.5oOOD-ol O.sOOOD-O1 O.sOOOD-Ol

BIAS ¡ O.SOOOD-O1

ELECTRODE r: 2 PROCESS CODE . 2
VALUE(S): O.SOOOD-Ol O.SOOOD-Ol O.SOOOD-O1

Bras r o.1000D+oo

STEP NUHBER . 6
TlitE' O.O
NUMBER OF ELECTRODES .

RECORD OF CONVERGENCE

ITER DISP. NORil

't o,585BD-O1
2 0.4268D-O2
3 0. 267 tD-O3

BIAs . O.SOOOD-O1

RECORD OF CONVÊRGENCE

ITER ÞISP. NORM

I O.4848D-O1
2 0.2867D-O2
3 0. r465D-O3

B¡AS . O.'IOOOD+OO

o. 84 1 4D-Ol
o.7 1a6D-O2
o.14720-O2
o.32530-O3

ELECTRODE ¡l: 2 PROCESS CODE - 2
vALUE(S): O. IoOOD+OO O. lOOOD+OO O. TOOOD+OO

BIAS ' O.2OOOÞ+OO

STEP NUMBER . 7
TIME. O.O
NUMBER OF ELECTRODES .

RECORD OF CONVERGENCE

ITER DI SP . NORiI

1

2

4

BIAS . O.2OOOD+OO

ELECIRODE ,: 2 PROCESS CoDÊ . 2
VALUE(S): O. IOOOD+OO O. IoOOD+OO O. IOOOD+OO

BIAS . O.3oOOD+OO

RECORD OF CONVERGENCE

TTER DI SP . NORI,I

STEP NUHBER . 8
frr¡E. O.O
NUIIBER OF ELECTRODES'

1

2
3

o.7649D-O1
o. 22550-02
o. 3003D-o3
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B¡AS . O.3OOOÐ+OO

STEP NUHBER . 9
TllilE' O.O
NUHBER OF ELECTRODES .

ELECTRODE ¡l: 2 PROCESS CODE ' 2
VALUE(S) r Ô. IOOOD+@ O. IOOOD+OO O. lOOOD+OO

Blas r o.4000D+oo

RECORD OF CONVERGENCE

ITER DIsP. NORII

I 0.6897Þ-01
2 0.1976D-O2
3 0.3675D-O3

BIAS ' O.4OOOD+OO

STEP NUT,{BER . tO
TIME. O.O
NUMBER OF ELECTRODES .

ELECTRODE lr 2 PRoCESS CoDE - 2

VALUE(S): O. TOOOD+OO O''|OOOD+OO O. lOOOD+OO

BIAS . O.sOOOD+OO

RECORD OF CONVERGENCE

ITER DISP. NORM

o.62400-O1
o. 1482D-O2
o.1491D-O3

BIÀS . O.sOOOD+OO

SIEP NUMBER ' 11
TIME I O.O
NUMBER OF ELECTRODES .

1

2
3

1

2
3

I
2
3

ELECTRODE t: 2 PROCESS CoDE ' 2
VALUE(S): O. IOOOD+OO O. IOOOD+OO O IOOOD+OO

BIAS - O.6OOOD+Oo

RECORD OF CONVERGENCE

Î1ER DISP. NORM

o.565 1D-Ol
o.1 l80D-02
o.9925D-04

BIAS - O.6000D+oo

STEP NUITBER . 12
TIllE. O.O
NUITIBER 0F ELECTRoDES . 'l

PRoCESS CoÞE .ELECTROÞE 
':VALUE(S): O roooD+oo o. loooD+oo

BIAS . O.TOOOD+OO

NECORD OF CONVERGENCE

¡TER DtsP. NOR¡I

o.5 t68D-O I
o. 10290-O2
o.7601 0-o4

Btas . o.7000D+oo

2 2
o. roooD+oo

STEP NUHBER . t3
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TIHE. O.O
NUHBER OF ELECTRoDES -

ELECTRoDE ¡lr 2 PRoCESS CoDE " 2
VALUE(S): O. IOOOD+OO O.'IOOOD+OO O. IOOOD+OO

BIAS . O.SOOOD+OO

ELECTRoDE fr 2 PROCESS CoDE - 2
VALUE(S): O, IOOOD+@ O. TOOOD+OO O. IOOOD+OO

BIAS 3 0.9000D+OO

STEP NUITBER ' 14
TIME. O.O
NUIIBER 0F ELECTRODES'

RECORD OF CONVERGENCE

¡TER DISP. NORM

I O.4753D-O1
2 0.88s70-O3

BIAS 3 O.8OOOÐ+OO

RECORD OF CONVERGENCE

¡TER D¡SP. NORII

I 0.44000-01
2 0.7424D-O3

BIAS G O.9000D+OO

RECORD OF CONVERGENCE

¡IER DISP. NORM

1 0.4088D-O1
2 0.7262D-O3

BIAS . O. IOOOD+o1

RECORD OF CONVERGENCE

¡TER D¡SP. NORI,I

r o.38r2D-O1
2 0.6755D-O3

Blas ¡ o.11000+ol

STEP NUilBER . t5
IIME. O.O
NUMBER OF ELECTRODES .

ELECTRoDE ¡t: 2 PRoCESS CODE . 2
VALUE(S): O. TOOOD+OO O. lOOOD+OO O. lOOOD+OO

BIAS r O. TOOOD+Ol

STEP NUIIBER . 16
TIME. O,O
NUMBER OF ELECTROOES "

ELECTRoDE ,; 2 PRoCESS CODE - 2
VALUE(S): O.1oOOD+OO 0. IOOOD+OO O. lOOOD+OO

B¡AS ' O,lloOD+Ol

SÎËP NUTBER. '17

T¡l,lE . O, O
NUMBER OF ELECTRODES .

ELECTRoDE l: 2 PROCESS CODE . 2
VALUE(S): O. IOOOD+OO O. IOOOD+OO O. IOOO0+OO

BIAS . O. l2oOD+Ol
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RECORD OF CONVERGENCE

¡TEC DI SP , NORI,I

r 0.3564D-Ol
2 0.66160-03

B¡AS ¡ O. t2OOD+Ol

IIANIFEST VERSION I.8-ID

GRÂtN BOUNDARY

PROCESSING t.> GENERATE /* CALCULATE PARI,S */

OPTIONr(S). 1 f I
CURRENT DENSITY SELECTION NODES: t 31

STEP NUIIBER " 4
TIl.lE ' O.OOOOD-78
BI^S . O.OOOOD-?8

STEP NU¡IBER . 5
TIME . O.OOOOD-?8
BIAS. O.sOOOD-O1

STEP NUHBER . 6
TIl.lE. O.OOOOD-78
B¡AS . O. IOOOD+OO

STEP NUT BER - 7
TIME . O.OoOOD-?8
BIAS s O.2OOOD+OO

ENERGY(S): O.4'll2D-OB -O.2562D-1O O.2181D-16
SOURCE INTEGRAL(S): -O.3651D-O7 O.64l1D-21 O.64110-21

CURRENT DENSITY: O.TOOlD-38
STANoÀRO DEv¡ATION: O.3316D-37
CASES PROCESSED: 19%
EXIT VALUE: O.4773D-O2
ExIT CRITERIUM; O. TOOOD-O1

ENERGY(S): O.4214D-08 O.222OD-O3 -O.1926D-09
SOURCE INTEGRAL(S) : -O.3677D-O7 -O.6617D-OB -O.€€f7D-O8

CURRENT DENSITY: O. 1O86D-Ol
STANDARD DEVIATION: O.95570-04
CASES PROCESSE0: 4%
EXIT VÁLUE: O.2984D+OO
EXIT CRITERIUM: O. IOOOÞ-O1

ENERGY(S): O.4468D-O8 O.86650-O3 -O.1176D-OB
SOURCE INTEGRAL(S): -o.3736D-O7 -O.lgsOD-O7 -0. tgsOD-O7

CURRENT DENSITY : O. 1873D-Ol
STANDARD DEVIATI0N: 0. tl24D-O3
CASES PROCÊSSED: 4%
EXIT VALUE: O.25680+0O
EXIT CRIlERIUH: O. lOOOD-O1

ENERGY(S); O.5t84D-OB O.36920-O2 -O.1718D-O7
SOURCE INTEGRAL(S) ; -O.38820-07 -O.5578D-O7 -O.5578D-O7

CURRENT DENSITY : O.33980-01
STANDARD DEVIATI0N: O. I íOSD-O3
CASES PROCESSED: 4%
EXIT VALUE : O.2O57D+O1
EXIT CRIIERIUII: O. TOOOD-O1

STEP NUMBER . I
TlfrlE . O. OOOOD-78
8¡AS . O.3OOOD+OO

ENERGY(S): Q,60500-O8 O. IOO3D-Ol -O.8165D-O7
SOURCE INÎEGRAL(S): -O.4O27O-O7 -O.IO79D-O6 -O. iO79D-O6

CURRENT DENSIIY: O.66tgD-Ol
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STANDARD DEVIAT¡ONr O.12380-03
CASES PROCESSED: 4%
EXIl VALUE: O.4l59D+OO
EX¡l CR¡IERIUM: O, IOOOÐ-Or

STEP NUI.IBER ' 9
l¡ME . O.OOOOD-78
B¡AS ¡ O.4000D+OO

STEP NUMBER . IO
TIIIE r O.0OOOD-78
BIAS. O.5OOOD+OO

STEP NUT¿BER . 11
TIHE " O.OOOOD-78
BIAS . O.6OOOD+OO

STEP NUHBER = 12
TItIE c O.OOOOD-78
BIÀS r O.TOOOD+OO

STEP NUMBER . 13
TIME . O.OOOOD-78
BIÂS ' O.8000D+OO

STEP NUI,IBER . t4
llltE . O.OOOOD-?8
BIAS r O.9000D+OO

ENERGY(S): O.7O32D-OB O.2l9OD-O1 -O.1793D-OG
SOURCE INTEGRAL(S)r -O.4165D-O7 -O. 1755D-O5 -O. 1755D-OG

CURRENT DENSITY: O. 'IO89D+OO
STANDARD DEVIATI0N: O. lAl?D-O3
CASES PRooESSED: 4%
EXII VALUE r O. 95850+OO
EXIT CRITERIUM: O. IOOOD-O1

ENERGY(S): O.8118D-OB O.42BOD-Ol -O.3617D-OG
SOURCE INTEGRAL(S) : -O.4298D-O7 -O.25750-OG -O.25750-OG

CURRENT DENSITY r O. 1697D+OO
STANDÂRD DEVIATIONT O. 1 l79D-Og
CASES PROCESSED: 4%
EXIT vALUE; O.63670+OO
EXIT CRITERIUI,t: O. lOOOD-O1

ENERGY(S): O.9295D-OB O.777OO-O1 -O.5588D-OG
SOURCE INTEGRAL(S) : -O.a423D-O7 -O,35720-06 -O.35720-06

CURRENT DENSITY: O.2549D+OO
SIANDARD DEVIATION: O.6825D-O4
CASES PROCESSED: 4%
EXIT VALUE: O.66OOD+OO
EXIT CRITERIUI't: O.IOOOD-O1

ENERGY(S): O,1056D-07 O.13380+OO -O.781OD-06
SOURCE ¡NTEGRÂL(S) : -O.4542D-O7 -O.47530-06 -O.47530-06

CURRENT DENSITY Ì O.3798D+OO
STANDARD DEVIATION: O.3717D-O4
CASES PROCESSED: 4%
EXIT VALUE: O.6045D+Ol
Ex¡T CRITER¡Uil: O. IOOOD-O1

ENERGY(S): O.1l89D-O7 O.22350+00 -O.lOl90-O5
SOURCE ¡NTEGRAL(S) : -O.a6550-O7 -O.6241D-O5 -O.624'lD-OG

CURRENT DENSITY: O.557ID+OO
STANOARD DEVIÂl¡ON: O. t594Þ-03
CASES PRoCESSED: 4'Í"
EXIT VALUE r O.6856D+@
ÊXIT CRIlERIUH: O. IOOOD-O1

ENERGY(S): O.t33OD-O7 O.3582D+0O -O.12590-O5
SoURCE INlÊGRAL(S) : -O.4763D-O7 -0.7785D-OG -0.7785D-OG

CURRENT DENSITY: O.7934D+OO
STANDARD DEVIATION; O. 1'125D-Oo
CASES PROCESSED: 41/,

EXIT VÀLUE: O.2573D+OO
EXIT CRITERIUII: O. TOOOD-Ol
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SIEP NUHBER . I5
ÎIÍE . O.OOOOD-78
EIAS ' O. IOOOD+OI

STEP NUHBER . 16
1IilE - O.OOOOD-78
BIAS. O.llOOD+Ot

STEP NUI.IBER . t7
TIIIE . O.OOOOD-?B
BIAS . O.12OOD+O1

ENERGY(S): O. 14780-07 O.5627D+OO -O. l49OD-O5
SOURCE INTEGRAL ( S ) : -O. 486sD-O7 -O. 9s28D-O€ -O. 9528D-OG

CURRENT DENSITY: O. I t2lD+O1
STANDARD DEV¡AT¡0N: O.2992D-O4
CASES PROCESSED: 4%
ExlT vALUE: O.29920+0l
EXIT CR¡TERIUl,l: O. IOOOD-Ol

ENERGY(S): O.16330-O7 O.8667D+OO -O,16940-Os
SOURCE INTEGRAL(S): -O.4962D-07 -O. r 139D-O5 -O. I 139O-O5

CURRENT DENSITY: O. 1573D+Ol
STANDARD DEVIATIoN: O.7532D-O4
CASES PROCESSED: 4%
EXIT VALUE: O. 1578D+O1
ExIT CRITERIUM: O. IOOOD-Ol

ENERGY(S): O. 17940-O7 O.131 1D+O1 -O. 1854D-05
SOURCE INTEGRAL(S): -O.5O55D-07 -O. 1323D-O5 -O. 1323Þ-O5

CURRENT DENSIlY: O.2 l83D+Ol
STANDARD DEVIATION: O. 15O5D-O3
CASES PROCESSED: 4%
EXIT VALUE: O. IOOSO+O1
ExIT CRITERIUI'i: O. f OOOD-Ol

¡IANIFEST VERSION 1.8-ID

GRAIN BOUNDARY

PROCESSING ..> CAPACITANCE

STEP BIAS CAPACITANCE

4
5
6
7
8
o

lo
'tI
12
l3
l4
r5
t6
17

o. ooooD-78
o. soooo-01
o. foooD+oo
o. 20000+oo
o. 3000D+oo
o. 4000D+oo
o.5000D+oo
o. 6000D+oo
o. 7000D+oo
o. 8000D+oo
o. 9000D+oo
o. toooD+ol
o. t'rooD+o'l
o.12000+ol

8427D-07
6345D-07
267 1D-O7
t 294D -07
r 1520-O7
1058D-07
85s2D-O8
98 10D-O8
50070-08
9 16 lD-O8
63490-08
7445D-08
58730-08
50640-08

o
o
0
o
o
o
0
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

TANIFEST VERSION I.B-ID

GRA¡N BOUNDARY

PROCÊSS¡NG ..> FIN¡SH

TOTAL CPU T¡ÍE USED - 5.37 SECoNDS
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Àppendix E

ELECTRONIC TRANSPORT ÀT GRÀIN BOT'NDÀRIES

This appendix presents a reprint of the paper Electronic
Transport at Grain Boundaries in Silicon which is to appear

(as of September L983) in Physical Review B. Às the paper

was written early in the development of this thesis, there

are several minor variations in notation and technique re-
garding the numerical analysis of grain-boundary phenomina.

Readers should note that in the paper -- Qis is indepen-

dent of the potentials and carrier concentrations.
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Electronic transport at grain boundaries in silicon

G. C. McGonigal, D. J. Thomson, J. G. Shaw, and H. C. Card
Materials and Deuices Research Laboralory, Department of Electrical Engineering, Ilniuersity of Manitoba,

Wínnipeg, Manitoba R3T2N2, Canada
(Received 9 April l9g2; revised manuscript received 25 october r9g2)

An experimental investigation is repoñed on carrier transport across isolated grain boundaries inlarge-grain c¿st silicon material. Continuous interface-state densities in the lorj-lgró-nr-2.y-r
range are measured for the lower part of the silicon energy gap. The grain-boundary diffusion po-tentials for this material are shown in some cåses to vary appreciably over a single grain-boundaryplane; this is thought to be due to a nonuniform spatial distritution áf interface !n"ig. ut ii. g."1"boundaries' Numerical calculations by finite-element methods, of the quasi-Fermi potentials in thevicinity of the grain boundary, suggest that the supply of majority carriers by diffusion to this inter-face may be the timiting factor conirolling their transport. The experiments have consequently beenin-terpreted according to the diffusion model rather than the custåmary thermionic-emission modelof majority-carrier transport across grain boundaries.

I' rNTRoDUcrIoN further include in our study the cases of both high andlow grain_boundary potential barriers. Optical illumina_The transport properties of electrons and holes_at grain tion i-ntensity ir ;pil;; in addition toïas voltuge andboundaries in polycrystalline semiconductors is of coisid- temperature as experimental paramete.., wär, ih. 
""".p-erable present interest, both for academic and practical tior of some t""*; *ork 

"on".rning 
grain-boundaryreasons' The grain boundary diffen from other iemicon- recombination 

""ro"iiy'"iost of the earlier studies in-ductor interface systems in that the orientation but not the volved dark measur"-.nt..ili 
wr¡¡u ùt

crystal structure changes across this interface; this can This paper d; ;;;;* a departure from previousgive rise to behavior which is u-nique to this type of inter- work in 
-its 

treatmeni of-ihe duta in terms of a diffusionface and as such is of scientific ìmportance. Electronic model of carriei 
";S;; at grain boundaries. This in-and optical processes at grain boundaries are of current tepretaÌion 

-is guidã-ðy resutts obtained in the presentpractical importance as a result of their effects on the pho- work by ri;"i;i"; ãí g.uin boundaries using finite-tovoltaic conversion efficiency of thin-film polycrystailine element techniques of numerical analysis. In the course ofsemiconductor solar cells'¡ the experimentär investi!ãtions, we have also discoveredPioneering work on the charactenzation of electronic that, in the Wacker .utä"r at least, the grain-boundary' mechanisms at grain boundaries has been carried out re- potential cannot g"n.r"tty u. regarded as uniform over the

ifflg'lr'iäffi:Tîî:',1'":-",;:,s1fl :".,Hiï;ru,ra:1,","rril;iÍî*J,'xi""r:ïlç;îiJ
grain-boundary interface states on tñe majority carrier þrt ut grain boundaries can be a rather complex process.transport in n-type polycrystalline silicon. From measure-
ments of current-voltage characteristics performed on iso-
lated grain boundaries, they have Ueen aUle to extract the II' THE GRAIN-BOUNDARY INTERFACE
erergy distribution of interface states' The grain boundary in a porycrystalline semiconductorIn this paper we present the results of an experimental is an inìerface between two identical crystals of differentinvestigation of transport phenom-ena at grain boundaries o¡entation. The mismatih in bonding between the twoin silicon' The present work differs frõm the work of 

"ryrì"r results in bond J.fects (e.g., distorted bond angles,seager et al' in several ways' diiated or compressed ùnds, broken bonds) at the grainone difference is that our investigations- are of grain uouia"ry. Thie defect, 
"i. ""pe.tø 

to exist primarily onboundaries in p'type silicon so that ih" infot-"tio¡i ob- " singt. prane of atoms, and to a lesser extent on thetained concerning grain-boundary interface states -corre- neighuoring planes. w. tonsi¿., the width of the grain-sponds to the energy distribution of these states in the uorinaary region to be negligible on the scale of variationslower half of the energy gap, whereas seager has obtained in the potential in the a-djacent space-charge regions.data for the upper half oi ihe energy cap-by using n-type The bonding ¿.r."i, j1l" grain boundary rranslate intosilicon samples' we a19. also studyirig'a somewiat ãif- localized erectionic stati ãr inrerface states. The energyferent material: cast silicon from-rrvãcker chemitronic distribution of these ri"io-is of importance in the deter-Ltd' of the "silso" type as opposed to their case of -irræion "r ""rrr.r-iärf,on pr*oses. There is in gen_neutron-transmutation doped polycrystalline cvD silicon ' eral a net charge associatä with the grain-boundary inter-of smaller grain size and highei dãping concentration. lve face states, whìch is modified by a voltage applied across
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the grain boundary. The interface states also function as

recombination centers for excess electrons and holes at the
grain boundary. It has been observed that for grain boun-

daries in n-type silicon, the interface states inevitably con-

tribute a net negative charge.ó In p'type silicon the grain'
boundary interface states contribute a positive charge.o

The re¿son for this difference in ¿- and P-type silicon is

the difference in the position of the Fermi energy relative

to the interface-state distribution in the two cases.

In order to be specific we restrict our discussion to the

case of grain boundaries in p-type silicon. This is the case

which pertains to the experimental work reported below,

and to the energy-band diagram of Fig. 1. It is assumed

that positive charge associated with the interface states is

balanced by a net negative charge due to uncompensated

ionized acceptor impurities. These acceptor impurities are

located in space-charge regions adjacent to the grain boun-

dary in the crystalline regions to either side. It is assumed

that the interface charge is uniformly distributed over the

area of the grain boundary. The magnitude of the poten-

tial barrier at the grain boundary for zero-applied bias

voltage (V¿çin Fig. l) is referred to as the diffusion poten-

tial of the grain boundary.
Poisson's equation relates the charge distribution to the

electrostatic potential. This may be expressed as

vzó,:_ï, 0)

where þ¡ is the electrostatic potential, e is the permittivity
of the semiconductor, and p is the charge density given by

P:q@ -n +Nl -N; )*0¡ . Q)

In Eq. Q\, Qi" is the net charge in the grain-boundary in-
terface states and Nd+,trfo- are the ionized donor, acceptor
impurity concentrations in the semiconductor (assumed

uniformly distributed in space). For the P-type material
discussed in this paper, ff¿:0 in Eq. (2). In general p,, is
a function of n and p, the concentrations of electrons and

holes, at the grain boundary. These carrier concentrations
are given by

It^-,'\ . (3)n:niexp[ _ J,

l,'-t* I . (4)p:niexp[ ftr .|,

where E¡o,E¡o are the quasi-Fermi levels for electrons and

holes, råpectively. In Eq. (t) the potential {¡ may be re-

placed by -E¡/C where the energy E¡, which appears in
(3) and (4), is known as the intrinsic level (see Fig. l). The

charge Q¡ in grain-boundary interface states is dependent

upon the energy distribution of these states, and also upon

their charge state when occupied by an electron (donorlike

or acceptorlike).

-20 -to 20

FIG. l. Numerical calculations of electron energy-band dia-
gram of grain boundary under equilibrium conditions ( /:0,
dark), showing the diffusion potential V¿s, barnet height {6,
bulk Fermi potential óp, intrinsic energy level .E¡, and interface
states present at 

-X:O; 
.iVo : l02o D-3, T:300 K,

g*:.15x lgtrg ç¡¡-2.

III. CARRIER TRANSPORT ACROSS

GRAIN BOUNDARIES

In the previous section, we have described the processes

which contribute to the formation of a diffusion potential,
or potential barrier against the transport of majority car-

riers across grain boundaries in semiconductors such as

silicon. We have also introduced the localized interface

states, which act as recombination centers for electrons

and holes, and which modify the diffusion potential by ad-
justing their charge according to the concentrations of
electrons and holes at the grain boundary. In this section

we address the major theme of this work: electron and

hole transport processes.

In order to model the transport of electrons and holes

analytically, an appropriate transPort model must be

adopted. To guide this procedure' we have performed a

simulation of grain-boundary transport using finite-
element methods of numerical analysis, which employ the
Newton-Raphson algorithm (Appendix A).

To simplify the interpretation of these numerical re-

sults, we have solved for the case where the charge in
grain-boundary interface states Q¡ is fixed, and does not

depend on bias voltage applied across the boundary. In
addition, we ignore recombination through grain'
boundary interface states. While it is realized that these

assumptions are unphysical in a real grain boundary, they
provide for the analysis of electron and hole transport un-
complicated by the effects of recombination at this inter-
face.

An example of the results of the numerical calculations
is given in Fig. 2, which shows the dependence of the elec-

tron and hole quasi-Fermi potentials, and of the electro-
static potential, upon position for a voltage V appiied
across the grain boundary. Note that in this figure, as

well as Fig. 3, the quasi-Fermi level E¡"*E¡p as a.conse'
quence of dark generation-recombination currents." The
effect of this voltage is to lower the potential barrier, or
band bending, on the forward-biased side of the boundary
and to increase it on the opposite (reverse-biased) side.

The voltage division between these two sides depends,
among other things, upon the charge in grain-boundary
interface states, Q¡r, and in particular on the manner in
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FIG. 2. Numerical calculations of electron energy-band dia-
gram under applied bias voltage Z, showing quasi-Fermi levels

E¡n and E¡o for electrons and holes, and voltage division Y¡ aîd
Z2 between forward-biased and reversed-biased space-charge re-
gions. (Note: Y:YtlV2.l Vo is the total applied voltage from
X : -20 to * 20 pm, which is approximately equal to l/ exc*pt
at very large current densities. Slope of energy bands and poten-

tials away from grain boundaries is associated with voltage drop
in the series resistance of the grains. This contributes to %.
t:(øutr,ffr)-l: lo-9 s' ¡V": ldo h-3, l:300 K,
Qb:l.5xlOrag Cm-2.

which this charge changes under applied bias voltage.
However, in the calculation of Fig. 2, the effects of chang-
ing 0,¡ are not considered, as discussed above.

We consider the mechanism by which holes cross the
grain boundary in similar generality to the earlier treat-
ment of the metal-semiconductor contacts, or Schottky
barriers.T The holes must negotiate the space-charge re-
gion by the usual drift and diffusion mechanisms and
upon arriving at the grain boundary either be accepted
into the other side, or be reflected. The opposite side of
the grain boundary is the same semiconductor, but with a
different crystal orientation. The acceptance of the holes
can be regarded as a process of interface emission charac-
terized by a collection velocity u, which is in series with
the drift and diffusion processes.

In the Schottky barrier, at least for high-mobility semi-
conductors such as silicon, the thermionic emission of the
majority carriers (holes) into the metal becomes the
bottleneck to current flow. This has been discussed by
Gossick,t and more recently by Rhoderick.e The reason is
that there are very few available states in the metal with
momentum parallel to the surface to match that of the
holes from the semiconductor. This is because the energy
at which the holes are transferred is close to the valence-
band edge in the semiconductor, but remote from the band
edges in the metal.

In the present problem, however, the states on either
side of the grain boundary have the same energy relative
to the band edges. The limitations due to conservation of
parallel momentum are greatly relaxed. \ile also deal with

diffusion potentials which are much smaller than those
normally encountered in Schottky barriers. In addition
there exists, on the reverse-biased side, a large electric fìeld
which is attractive to the majority carriers. The conse-
quence of these factors is that holes, upon reaching the
grain-boundary interface, are collected efficiently and the
supply of these carriers through the space-charge region
may become the limiting factor in determining the
current. Following the work of Rhodericke and of
Crowell and Sze,7 we consider the energy diagram of Fig.
3 and the extremes of hole concentration at the grain
boundary when trãnsport is limited by diffusion (case l,
curve D) or by emission (case 2, crlrve E).

We suggest that a general approximate expræsion for
the intermediate case may, on the basis of Refs. 7 and 3,
be written

- QNuv, [ørì[ lv, 1 f r,ìì
": ,a n'o 

[ ø J [*o [ø J-*o t- n' ll

QN'N' 
' 'î)*'lnu] ['-*'[-#ì] '

: 
,* 

,rL"*o 
[-t

(5)

since I/: VylV2, where Z is the total voltage applied
across the grain boundary, Z¡ is the forward bias on the
left side of the grain boundary in Fig. 2 which is so far an
undetermined portion of V and I/2 is the reverse bias on
the right side of the boundary. V¿ and V, are the dif-
fusion and interface recombination (or in our case collec-
tion) velocities for the holes, respectively. {6 is the equili-
brium barrier height which is independent of Z (Fig. 1);

lY, is the effective density of states in the valence band;
u¿:pÉ^1 and !,^¡ the maximum electric field in the
space-charge region on the forward-biased side of the
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FIG. 3. Expanded view of calculations in neighborhood of
grain boundary for case of Fig. 2. Curves D znd E show
schematically the limiting cases of diffusion- and emission-
limited transport.
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heater for temperature variation was employed. Tempera-
tures were measured using Cu-Co thermocouples. Optical
illumination was provided by a Sylvania ELH projection
lamp with an infrared filter to remove all photon wave-
lengths À < I ¡r.m. This ensured a relatively uniform pho-
togeneration throughout the sample. The optical intensity
was determined using an Optikon Model 550-l radiome-
ter. The accuracy of this determination was approximate-
ly +3OVo. The reflection from the silicon surface was es-
timated tobe30Vo.

The equilibrium grain-boundary diffusion potential,
Y¿s¡ was observed to vary over a wide range for samples
cut from different grain boundanæ lY¿s values from
<0.1 V (electrically inactive) to -0.33 V at 300 Kl.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 5 shows a typical example of the current-voltage
characteristics measured on a grain boundary having a rel-
atively large zero-bias diffusion potential (V¿s-:9.25 y
at 300 K). Results are given for a number of measure-
ment temperatures. Me¿surements such as these were per-
formed for a variety of samples over the temperature
range 100 < f < 300 K. Figure ó shows a typical example
of the corresponding characteristics for a grain boundary
with a somewhat smaller (zero bias) diffusion potential.
These grain boundaries turn out to exhibit a spatial varia-
tion in their properties over the boundary plane. Figure 7
is representative of a different case of grain boundary in
which the potential barrier is spatially uniform, as we dis-
cuss in a later section.

The effect of optical illumination on the grain-boundary
current-voltage characteristics is illustrated in Figs. 8 and
9. This data was obtained for optical powers of 0.2 and 50
Wm-2, respectively, with 1.0<À<l.l pm. A range of
optical-illumination intensities was investigated, but the
rather complicated behavior observed at higher intensities
is still under study at this time.

In Fig. l0 we show the dependence of the activation en- '

ergy Eo (defined in Sec. VI) upon the voltage Z applied
across a boundary region. This activation energy is deter-
mined from the temperature dependence of the current-
voltage characteristics such as those of Figs. 5-7. Figure
I l(a) shows the dependence of Eo upon I (determined at a
low value of V) for two of the same samples. From Fig.
ll(a) and the expressions of Sec. III we a¡e able to derive
the equilibrium (dark, zero'bias) diffusion potential V¿o,
assuming that this potential is spatially uniform over the
boundary plane. This is shown in Fig. I l(b), together with
the result expected from a one-dimensional theory. Fig-
ures l2(a) and l2(b) give the observed dependence of Eo
and V¿ upon optical illumination intensity (at 300 K) for
the same samples. In this case V¿ is no longer the equili-
brium diffusion potential Z¿6.

It was also observed that for large grain-boundary volt-
â96, and hence moderately large current densities
(-10-50 V and 4X105-lxtOó Am-2) the current ex-
hibited oscillations such as those shown in Fig. 13.

The magnitude of thæe oscillations was typically on the
order of lVo of the dc current. It was observed that a
sample biased below the threshold current density for
these oscillations could be thermally stimulated into oscil-
lation. Generally, more and larger pulses are observed at
higher current densities, and these effects are reversible.
We believe these oscillations are due to field emission of
carriers from grain-boundary interface states, as discussed
in a later section.
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VI. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

The steady-state current-voltage characteristics of the
grain boundary in general consist of a component due to
the transport of majority carriers over the grain-boundary
potential barrier, J¡, a component due to minority carriers
transported in the opposite direction, J2, and finally a
component associated with recombination of electrons and
holes in grain-boundary interface states, J3. These three
components are illustrated in the energy-band diagram of
Fig. 14. Our interpretation of results from the previous
section is that the first component is completely dominant
over the other two, at least under dark conditions. That
is, currents such as those of Figs. 5 to 7 are to be identi-
fied with the transport of majority carriers (in our case,
holes) over the potential barrier at the grain boundary.
(The downward bending of the bands at the grain boun-
dary presents a barrier to holes.) In this interpretation we
are in agreement with previous workers.2-4'12-ls 1y. ¿o,
however, consider the other two components in their ¡'n-

direct effæts upon the majority-carrier current. This will
be discussed further below.

In view of the discussion of Sec. III, we adopt the
diffusion-limited value of Eq. (5) for the majority-carrier
current J1. In this case (Yr>>V¿1,fu. (5) be,comes
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J=,,11-qNou¿exp

:QNuP,$^1exp

:qNop,f 
^fixp

where ôt:Y¿o*öp (Fig. 14) and we have used
exp(-öp/llrl=No/N, which is true provided the accep-
tor impurities (of concentration No ) remain ionized, i.e.,
for 12 100 K in silicon.

For I/.. V7 and Yt <<Yr we cån simplify (2) to

r-,rN.t5^,[t]*[-#l

:ofroo,,rr-r#J

*'[- r,ll

l-'[#]['-*'t +l]
,-exp l+JI,

+J*,[#l['-
í ç, 1 I Y¿o

I- h J*o I- ,,

l+l*[#][ (6)

QI

and define an activation energy for the potential barrier at
the grain boundary as

dln J
SNottÉ^{V /Vr)

Eo:-
dQ/kT)

:qV¿o* d(vdol
d(r/Tl

term for spatially-undorm grain boundaries, so that in this
case Eo{Eo(Tl.

We have chosen to take the.temperature dependence of
the low-field mobility given byró

¡.t(Tl:54.3Tf,o'57

* l.i6xtosT;2.23
' | +IN. /(2. 3s x lotTrj'o)¡g. 887n-0.'ou

(e)

(To:7¡36) to the left-hand side in Eqs. (8) and (8,). In
these equations, the parameters J, p,, and V¿s are tempera-
ture dependent, in addition to the explicit appearance of I
and Vr:kT /q.

The equilibrium diffusion potential V¿s in Eq. (8) is
temperature dependent for two reåsons. First, the tem-
perature dependence of the bulk Fermi potential f' given
by

ór:ffntn,/No'), 0o)

gives rise to a temperature dependence of Z¿e which may(8)

Equations (7) and (8) apply for Y <<V7. For relatively
large applied voltages, on the other hand, i.e., for Y ruVr,
they are replaced by

J-qNo¡.rÇ^pxp exp
["o)

be written as

dY¿o

dT
dö,

,dT

rL-k
q [f ],

I Yro
| __Ir,
Iv,
| _-Iv,

^["hl

0l)

:qNoP'(^PxP

where V¿:V¿s-V1, înd

Note that the second term on the right-hand sides of Eqs.
(8) and (8') turn out to be negative, as discussed below añd
exactly cancel the temperature dependence of the first

where we have used Eq. (10) and neglected the we¿k tem-
perature dependence of ln-lüu. 7 is a parameter whiûr ac-
counts for Fermi-level pinning at the grain boundary by
interface states. For examples B-12 and B-10 for example,
we have that y-0.9-1.0 and T-0.6, respectively, for the
N¡ measured in these samples (see Appendix B for deriva-
tion of 7).

Second, the occurrence of a spatial variation of dif-
fusion potential over the grain-boundary plane will giüe
rise to an "effective V¿s" ín Eq. (7) which also exhibits a
temperature dependence in addition to that of Eq. 0l).
This is because the current transport through various por-
tions of the grain boundary with different Y¿s will be
weighted by the temperature.dependent factor
exp(-qV¿s/kn. At lower temperatures alarger portion
of the current will flow through the regions of lowest Z¿s
and the effective I/¿e will decrease. For a spatially uni-
form grain boundary dV¿s,rdT is tberefore given by Eq.
(ll), whereas for a nonuniform boundary, an additional
term dependent upon the nature of the spatial nonunifor-
mity contributes to dvdo/dT.

d l/

(7',)

(8',)

Eo:- d0/kT)

:q(V¿s-n++

:ofrnr,-r#J

Y¿o-

dQ/T)
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The maximum electric field f', r in Eq. (7) corresponds
to that close to the grain boundary on the left-hand side of
Fig. 14, given in the depletion approximation bylT

í znn^ ln6,"'=[Ë(v¿o-v'-vrll , (12)

where e, is the silicon permittivity.
As the applied voltage Z increase, we have that

Y:Vt*Vz, (13)

grain-boundary potential which is spatially uniform over
the boundary plane, in accordance with the one_
dimensional analysis.

As a general interpretation of the current_voltage
characteristics of Figs. 5-7, at very low voltages (V <V;l
the curves are near ohmic as expected from Eq. (7). Ãt
higher voltages, the incre¿se in J with Z originates pri-
marily from the exp(V1/V7) term in Eq. (6). The detailed
shape of the characteristic depends upon the variation of
I/¡ with Z, which in turn is controlled by the degree of
pinning of the quasi-Fermi level for holes by grain-
boundary interface states. The concave nature of these
curves at higher Z is associated with a high density of in-
terface states ,lV¡ near midgap (strong pinning), which
drops off appreciably towards the valence band. This in-
terpretation is consistent with that offered by Seager
et al.z-a for grain boundaries in n-type silicon, in which
caselV¡ also falls towards the conduction band.

ffj, is an important parameter since, among other
things, this determines the appropriate value of 7 to be
used in Eq. (11). We have determined .ff¡ as a function of
energy by analysis of the current-voltage characteristics at
a constant temperature, Fig. 5, in terms of the diffusion
theory of the carrier transport. This is in the spirit of the
deconvolution scheme of Seager et a1.,2-4 and data at
three measurement temperatures have been combined to
give rise to the .ff¡ vs E of Fig. 15. For this sample 7 is
then determined to be 0.6, as described in the Appendix.
Our results for N¡ agree within an order of magnitude
with those obtained by Seager et al,,z-4 in their case in
the upper half of the band gap in neutron-transmutation
doped silicon. Comparison of ¡f¡r(.8)with e¿rlier workers
is made in Fig. 16. The picture which emerges is a peak
in tïe density of interface states of magnitude ly¡-lOló
m-2eV-l or gre¿ter at the peak and ãf 

"n.rgy 
spread

Â-E-0.1 eV.

Qt:-gNoWt
: -f2qe,N o(V¿o- Y | - l/rllt n,

Qr- -qNoW2
: - fþ e,N o(Y¿ o* Vz - Yrllt n,

04)

0s)

and

Qt*Qz*Q¡:O (t6)

for all V. l/¿0, Vy¡ and V2 have been defined above; lYy
and W2 are the widths of the space-charge regions on the
forward- and reverse-biased sides of the grain boundary,
respectively. Qt and Qz ue the charge (per unit area) in
these space-charge regions (within the depletion approxi-
mation), and Q¡" is the charge per unit area in the grain-
boundary interface states.

Let us assume that the grain-boundary interface states
remain in equilibrium with the majority carriers (holes)

under an applied bias voltage. If we adopt the convention
of earlier workers3'4 that the change with bias voltage in
the quasi-Fermi level at the grain-boundary interface is
approximately equal to the change of its value in the bulk
on the forward-biased side, it then follows that

Q¡"(V):Q¡,(O)*qN¡"\ (17)

for an interface-state density N¿r(m-2eV-l) which is itt-
dependent of energy. For an energy-dependent interface-
slate density, NirVl in E;q. (17) must be replaced by

J woavr.
It is important to realize that the value of lV¡ deduced

from measurements using Eq. (17) represents a louter limit
on the true interface-state density. From our discussion of
the majority-carrier transport above, we anticipate a hole
transport which is restricted by the supply of holes to the
grain boundary (diffusion model) and an appreciable
change in the hole quasi-Fermi level .E¡ across the
forward-biased space-charge region. Thus the change in
E¡, at the grain boundary with applied voltage may be
somewhat less than Y1 and N¡, will be underestimated us-
ing Eq. (17) with the experimentally-determind Q¡,|,V).

Finally, we point out that the grain boundaries were
modeled as planar interfaces; the possibility of curvature
on a macroscopic scale \uas not accounted for. This may
affect the numerical values of /Y¡, to some degree.
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over the plane of the grain boundary. This prohibits the
analysis of the results of Fig. l0 for 8-6 and B-10 in terms
of the model of Sec. VI, which presupposes spatially uni-
form grain-boundary potentials.

In Fig. ll we show how Eo and V¿s depend upon tem-
perature for the two grain boundaries B-10 and B-12. For
a uniform grain boundary, the activation energy E" will
correspond to V¿s for very small .ff¡ (1,:0) and to f6 in
Fig. 14 for very large iV¡ Q-ll. It must be stressed that,
in order to recover the equilibrium diffusion potential Z¿s

from the activation energy Eo, we must employ the
analysis of Sec. VI and in particular Eq. (8), since V qV7
in the experimental determination of Eo. Knowing the y
to be used in Eq. (ll), we obtain dvdo/dT for Eq. (8)

which allows us to determine V¿s from Eo. We have
therefore implicitly assumed grain boundaries which are
spatíally unifurm in their properties. In Fig. ll(b) we
show the results of this procedure for B-10 and B-12, to-
gether with the dependence of V¿s upon 1' expected
theoretically. As we readily observe, B-12 conforms well
to the uniform model of Sec. VI with a Z¿s which de-
creases slightly with I, in accordance with the tempera-
ture dependence of the bulk Fermi potential {r.

On the other hand, as was discussed in the paragraph
following Eq. (l l), a grain boundary with spatially nonun-
iform properties may show a marked increase of Eo and
I/¿s with 7- This is the case for sample B-10 in Fig. ll.

o
o.8 0.9

FIG. 16. Comparison of present results for grain-boundary
interface states with earlier results for silicon grain boundaries
(Refs. 27 and 28). Note units of N¡ are cm-2eV-r for this fig-
ure.

In Fig. l0 we show the dependence of the activation en- We conclude that while B-12 represents a uniform grain
ergy Eo (defined in Sec. VI) upon the voltage applied to boundary which is suitable for the model of Sec. VI, and
the grain boundary. In the determination of Eo, the tem- which therefore allows an accurate quantitative deter-
perature dependence of the mobility, given by Eq. (9), has mination of V¿6(Tl as in Fig, I l(b), sample B-10 does not.
been removed, i.e., lnlJ /qNop(T)€^¡] is plotted vs l/7, The data of Fig. I l(b) are not expected to be quantitatively
and the slope used to find Eo in accordance with Eq. (8'). correct for B-10, and the most we can say is qualitatively
For grain boundaries which are spatially uniform, we can that the apparent Z¿e increases substantially with incre¿s-
interpret the decrease in Eo at the larger Zunambiguously ing temperature as a consequence of its spatially nonuni-
as arising from a decrease in diffusion potential form grain-boundary potential. Even if Eq. (7) applies
Y¿:Y¿o-V1 duetotheincreasein Z¡ [te.Eq.(8')]. As withan"effective" V¿s(T),theunknownformof thetem-
we see below this is the case for grain-boundary sample perature dependence excludes a separation of the two
B-12 but not for B-10 or 8-6. terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (8) for nonuniform

One should realiZe that the considerably smaller value samples. We have separately obtained a first-order model
of Eo for sample 8-6 as compared to B-10 and B-12 is a for B-10 by assuming a Gaussian distribution of Y¿o

property of the temperature dependence of the current. values over the grain-boundary plane.ls The errors are
This does not imply that the absolute value of the current rather large in this fitting procedure, presumably because
density at a given temperature is much larger. The value a Gaussian distribution of potentials is unphysical in this
of the current density is controlled by the diffusion poten- problem.
tial V¿s, which for sample 8-6 is not significantly lower The origin of the nonuniformity in diffusion potential
than for the other samples. The relation between V¿s and for B-10 (also 8-6 and others, not shown) is thought to be
Eo is strongly dependent on the nonuniformity of the a spatial variation over the plane of the grain boundary in
grainboundary. N¡r, in iVo, or both. This nonuniformity must be over

The incre¿se in Eo with Zat low voltages for B'12 in macroscopic distances (greater than the width IIl¡,14:2 of
Fig. l0 arises from the preexponential factor in Eq. (6). the space-charge regions) since otherwise their effects
The temperature dependence of the low-field mobility has would be integrated electrostatically. The segregation of
bcen accounted for in arriving at Eo. The temperature dopant impurities to the grain boundary can'also affect
dependence of the high-field mobility is smaller than that the interface-state distribution in a spatially nonuniformç
of the low-field mobility since we are approaching the re- way. We are presently working to quantity this model,
gion of velocity saturation.lT Since the electric fìeld fn,1 which gives a thre,e-dimensional nature to the transpott
decreases with 4 the activation energy at larger Y there- problem. We must point out that in the work of Seager
fore increases et a1.,2-s the impurities were introduced by neutron-

In the case of grain boundaries B-6 and B-10, argu- transmutation doping, which is expected to produce a uni-
ments which follow indicate that these samples exhibit form lVo, unlike the present case of cast silicon with
substantial nonuniformi(y in their diffusion potentials dopant introduced into the melt.le At any rate, it seems
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fairly certain that both uniform and nonuniform grain
boundaries exist in the Wacker silicon rnaterial of this
study.

One possible source of spatial nonuniformity is the sur-
face region of the sample. We are satisfied that this is not
important in our samples on the basis of experiments with
a zerostat, which allows us to deposit either positive or
negative charge on the surface.20 The deposition of nega-
tive charge causes a noticeable temporary increase in the
current across the grain boundary, undoubtedly because

the potential barrier of this boundary is substantially
'lowered near the surface by the negative charge. On the
other hand, the deposition of positive charge on the sur-
face of a virgin sample has no observable effect, which im-
plies that the grain-boundary barrier near the surface of an
undisturbed sample is not substantially lower than in the
bulk. The barrier near the surface may instead be higher,
of course, but the fraction of the total current-carrying
area affected is small enough to be neglected in this case.

It is observed in Figs. I and 9, and also in Fig. 12, that
the exposure of the samples to optical illumination sub-.

stantially reduces the diffusion potential at the grain boun-
dary. Comparing 8-6 and B-10 in Fig. 9 shows that the
grain boundary with the larger l/dg (B-10) exhibits a much
greater sensitivity to illumination. These effects were
predicted earlie?t'zz and may be understood by consider-
ing the effects of photogenerated minority carriers (elec-

trons) which are attracted to the grain boundary by the
electric field in the adjacent space-charge regions. Elec-
trons accumulate at the grain tloundary until their concen-
tration reaches the magnitude at which their capture by
the interface states exactly balances the supply by photo-
generation within a diffusion length on either side of the
grain boundary. Provided this electron concentration
(which increases approximately linearly with photogenera-
tion rate) is sufficiently large that non=po, (on,o, are
the capture cross sections of grain-boundary interface
states for electrons and holes) the interface charge Q,., will
decrease.2l'22 More interface states will be occupied by
electrons than under dark conditions, and V¿ will decrease
below its dark value V¿s. The effect is reduced in 8-6 be-
cause the lower I/¿6 implies a larger p, which requires a
larger n (higher optical intensity) to meet the non=.po,
condition.

The results of Fig. 12 further indicate that, for each
order-of-magnitude change in the photogeneration rate,
the value of Y¿ for Z:0 decreases by approximately 0.07
eV. Since the majority-carrier concentration at the grain
boundary p -exp(-V¿/Vyl and Z¡:Q.Q26 Y at 300 K,
we expect approximately an order-of-magnitude increase
in this concentration. This observation is consistent with
our earlier theoretical work, and confirms that for appre-
ciable photogeneration, non=pop at the grain boundary.2l
This condition implies a charge in grain-boundary inter-
face states which is modified by the photogeneration in
such a way that the decrease in ãiffusiôn potãntial LV¿ is 2D Groin Boundorv Modsl

one half of the quasi-Fermi-level separation 
^EF 

FIG. 17. Periodic narure of defect structure is suggæted by
:E¡n-E¡, at the grain boundary.la this two-dimensional model. Note repetition of appioximately

Series-resistance effects from the bulk silicon grains has equal disorder structure with a period of three atomic spacings
been found to be negligible in the data presented in Sec. V, along the interface between the two crystals. True periodicity is
cxcept at the largest current densities and lowest Y¿0. Fot indicated by the arrows.
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these currents, the coalescence of the various curves at dif-
ferent temperature and optical-illumination intensities
(Fig. 5 to 8) indicate the onset of series-resistance effects.
For the nonuniform grain boundaries, this mechanism
occurs at lower current densities than would be expected
on the basis of a one-dimensional model of the current
transport, particularly at low temperature. This is under-
standable since at the low temperature, the effective area
of active grain-boundary conduction is small and under
these conditions, the series resistance increases and is ex-
plained in terms of a spreading resistance calculation.

Additional support for the notion of characteristic in-
terface defects (a peak in lV¡ near midgap) comes from a
consideration of the crystal mismatch at the grain boun-
dary. Let us consider this mismatch on the basis of a sim-
ple model such as that of Fig. 17. This represents a realis-
tic mismatch angle for grain boundariæ in cast silicon.
Note that characteristic defects are periodically repeated
along the grain-boundary plane but at distancæ of many
atomic spacings. In the vertical direction, the repetition
distance will be much shorter, the dimension of a unit cell.
It is clear that not all of these defect sites contribute inter-
face states near midgap_ (which would correspond to un-
satisfied bonds) since J Ni"dD-l}t5-1gló --2 over the
energy range coÍresponding to the midgap peåk, whereas
the total density of atoms on the boundary plane is
103-lO4 times larger. This assumes that the orientational
mismatch between adjacent grains is preserved over mac-
roscopic distances.z3

It is interesting to also note that, by virtue of the period-
ic nature of the defect structure, a two-dimensional åand
conduction should be possible in the grain-boundary plane.
These bands will be rather narrow for momentum parallel
to the page in Fig. 17 as a result of the repetition length
being several atomic distances, but could be wide for
transport in the perpendicular direction.

\ilith regard to the oscillations reported in Sec. V, we
believe these to be due to electric-field-enhanced emission
from the localized interface states at the grain boundary.

Orientotionot Mismotch 8=ZOo



The beneficial effect of increased ternperature supports
this view, as it would provide for thermally-assisted field
cmission. An alternative explanation which we considered
for a time was impact ionization in the localized regions
of high electric fìeld that are expected from the spatial
nonuniformity of the grain-boundary potentials, but this
would be expected to display a negative temperature coef-
ficient. The oscillations appear to reflect the periodic
emptying and filling of the interface states with charge,
which in turn affects the electric-field distribution. As the
states capture holes, the field |nz on the reverse-biased
side of the boundary is enhanced, and at a particular
value, the emission rate increases rapidly. Having released
their charge, $^2 dæreases, quenching the emission and
refìlling of the states begins again.

The relative orientations of the crystals on either side of
the interface of sample (Bl0) of Figs. 5, 8, and 10-12
were meâsured using x-ray precession photography.2a The
crystals were found to have a 9'mismatch of the (111)
planes, and the grain-boundary plane bisected this
mismatch angle. These mismatch angles were typical of
electrically-active grain boundaries in the silicon material
studied in this paper.

VIIL CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the experimental studies described in
this paper, and the theoretical arguments concerning the
collection velocity for majority carriers of the grain boun-
dary, the rate-limiting process of majority carrier supply
by diffusion to the grain boundary should be incorporated
into any transport model. The thermionic emission theory
used by previous authors is expected to provide at best an
order-of-magnitude estimate of the current across the
electrically-biased grain boundary. Grain boundaries with
a variety of diffusion potentials exist2s in Wacker "Silso"
silicon, and many of these boundaries contain potential
barriers which are spatially nonuniform over macroscopic
portions of the grain-boundary plane. Spatially-uniform
grain boundaries also exist in this material, and for these
samples a reasonable agreement with the theoretical one-
dimensional model is obtained. Grain-boundary
interface-state densities measured in this material a¡e in
the range of ( l0l5-1016¡-*-2.y-l and exhibit an increase
with energy away from E, in the lower half of the energy
gap between 0.3 and 0.5 eV. More direct measurements of
these interface-state distributions, such as depleted-layer
spectroscopy techniques2ó are necessary for accurate deter-
rninations, since the results are otherwise transport-model
dependent. An adequate understanding of grain-boundary
phenomena in cast silicon materials, or vapor-deposited
polycrystalline thin films, will challenge research workers
for some time to come.
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x-ray precession photography. The financial support of
the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of
Canada (NSERC) provided under srrategic grant No.
@42 and operating grant No. .4,1330 are also very much
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APPENDIX A: NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
OF GRAIN BOUNDARIES

The general semiconductor transport problem, neglect-
ing quantum-mechanical effects such as reflection Uy ttre
grain-boundary interface, is solved self-consistently with
the following equations.

Poisson's equation relates the charge distribution to the
electrostatic potential. This may be expressed as

v'ó,:-1 , (Al)
e

where {¡ is the electrostatic potential, e is the permittivity
of the semiconductor, and p is the charge density given by

P:qþ _n +Nl _If,-)*g¡ . (A2)

In Eq. (A2), Qi" is the net charge in the grain-boundary in-
terface states (assumed in our results to be independent of
n and p, and hence of bias voltage) and .f{¿+,.f[ are the
ionized donor, acceptor impurity concentrations. We also
have the current-density expressionslT

in:gþnní+qo,ín:þoniE¡n, (A3)

i p:e+pPí-qDpi p:pepi Err, (44)

and current continuity equations

!:c -u +-Lü.j" , (A5)òtq

!:c -u-+ü.i, , (A6)dtq
where G is the generation rate and U is the net recombina-
tion rate. For simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves to the
steady state (dn/dt:dp/dt:O), and in the bulk of the
semicon_ductor, we have employed the usual recombination
model,lT

(J:
t+l

Pn -n?
i'¿rn +2k '

(A7)
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with ¡:(øurrifr)-t as the bulk lifetime for minority car-
riers.

l. Program formulation

A nonuniform, one-dimensional mesh (of 6l nodes) was
constructed to simulate an isolated grain boundary in p-
type silicon. The boundary is situated at x:0, and 20
microns of bulk semiconductor is allowed on either side.
Guided by the depletion approximation, one expects a
space-chrage region on the order of I pm for the doping
concentration considered in this paper. Hence elements
are more densely packed near the boundary than in the
bulk material. Dirichlet boundaries (i.e., those of a fixed,
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known potential) are enforced at the regions'edges and the
grain boundary is modeled as an interior Neumann inter-
face. The current density is evaluated from

i:ïn+jp: -q¡tnni6o+¡"opiqrl , (48)

with the use of the quasi-Fermi potentials þn- -E¡^/Q*d Öe:-Efp/q. The gradients of {n and Q, are deter-
mined by numerical differentiation.

2. Finite-element modeling techniques

In order to efficiently simulate the transport processes
associated with semiconductor materials, one requires a
model which is both physically accurate and numerically
stable. Previous researchers have successfully applied
variations of the finite-difference2e'30 and finite-element3l
methods to a number of semiconductor problems. Unfor-
tunately, many of the earlier techniques suffer from lack
of generality (e.g., restricted forms of carrier transport)
and limited accuracy of solutions.

The method presented here uses quadratic, iso-
parametric elements together with a fully implicit
Newton-Raphson algorithm to achieve accurate Fermi po-
tentials with acceptable computational effort. Although
the grain-boundary examples cited within this paper are
analyzed in one spatial dimension, the method is equally
suited for two- and three-dimensional analysis.

The electronic transport processes describing the
behavior of a semiconductor device may be reduced to a
set of three simultaneous, nonlinear, Poisson-type equa-
tions. A variational scheme is applied along with finite-
element discretization to generate a quasilinear system of
equations which is then transformed into a suitable residu-
al vector. The final solution to the transport equations is
obtained by zeroing that residual vector via Newton's al-
gorithm. The following discussion describes the finite-
element method in a very superficial manner. Interested
readers are referred to Refs. 32-34 for related mathemati-
cal proofs and a more detailed explanation of the tech-
nique.

3. The finite-element method

Consider

Lö:-v.{.v4):p, (A9)

lwhere, for the moment, the medium € and source p are as-

sumed to be functions of position but independent of the
potential Q. lt can be shown that under suitable boundary
i:onditions, the energy functional,

F:(Lö,þl -z(ô,pl ,

is minimized by the solution of (49). The triangular
brackets denote a suitably defined inner product. Under
infìuence of the Dirichlet,

boundary conditions, together with the interface condi-
tion,

î'(e1iQ-e2i4) ¡,:¡1¡¡ , (Al3)

the functional may be explicitly written as

r: !^etiqlz-z4pao
-z [soöhd*- [rSkds. (At4)

Providing e is strictly positive, the operator L will be
positive-definite. Choosing a suitable basis set ø and writ-
ing

ö:órg:orL, (Al5)

p-prg:arp, (A16)

e:ETg-:(zT€, (Al7)

leads to the matrix equation

(.S'g)d:¡', (Al8)

or

sþ:b ' (Al9)

where

s': _[ t(Vs).(íor)1ordtt, (A2o)

B: I aardo, (A2l)

and superscript I refers to the transpose of the column
vectors. If the basis set is selected to cover only small re-
gions of space in a piecewise-continuous fashion (i.e., a
finite element) then the local matrices 

^S 
and B may be ac-

cumulated on an element-by-element basis to form a large,
sparse global system matrix. The actual shape functions
to be integrated are generated via an isoparametric
transformation in order to cover deformed regions of
space.35

4. The Newton-Raphson algorithm

We now shall relax the restriction requiring the source
and medium to be independent of the potential. To solve

R:Sd-ä:O , {,A.22)

the iterative sequence

Jo(Â{)n+l:Ro, (A231

where

(Al0) (LÖ)n+t:gn-Ön+t , (A24)

4, ¡":g(s) ,

and Neumann,

t'tei öl l,:I¡ (s) ,

(Ar l)

will converge quadratically for a suitable starting estimate
of the potential vector.36 The Jacobian matrix is given as

'ü:#:s,i* þr [#I]rt-,, [#I,
(A2s)

(Al2) and is reevaluated at each step in the iterative sequence.
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Note that as e and p are explicitly known functions of pe
tential, the Jacobian is easily calculated. One should also
observe that although .S is sparse and symmetrical, J is
sparse (and of the same topology as ^S) but asymmetrical.
Furthermore, the structure of J does not change as the
iterations proceed and, provided J Is nonsingular, the final
solution is independent of the Jacobian.

When three equations are involved, the potentials may
be combined into a single, complex vector with the result-
ing matrix equation

n+l

dY¿o dö"
------ _ry---!- , (Bl)dT-,dT

We,now denve y in terms of the interface-state density lV"
at the grain boundary. With the use of Eq. 06),

dQ¡, d(Qt+Q2l
dT,
d(Qt*Qzl dvdo

(82)

ôR¡ ôR¡ ôR¡

ðö¡ ôöo ðþp

ôRo ôRn ôRn

ðö¡ ðQ^ 6öp

ôR, ôR¿_ ôRo

ðþ, ðö^ ðöp

i

gNi' dT:- dv^ -î ' (83)

lor Yy:Yz:0 and Y¿s))I/¡. Also, from the fact that
ôt:V¿o*óp,

dT

dV¿o

dó¡

M
^Á
^J,

(A26)

As before, the local matrix expressions are accumulated
(element-by-element) into a sparse system matrix.

During e¿ch iteration of (426) a large sparse systern of
linear equations must be solved. The method chosen for
this task relies on obtaining a bifactored form of the in-
verse.37 The program packãge AsyMpAK (Ref. 38) incorp-
orates such an algorithm while allowing the user to ignore
details of the matrix structure. rüith this procedure, con-
vergence is usually achieved in three to four iterations for
each step of the current-voltage curve being generated.

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF 7 AND
ESTIMATION OF ITS MAGNITUDE FOR PRESENT

GRAIN.BOUNDARY SAMPLES

The relationship between dvdo/dT and dQo/dT for a
uniform grain boundary is expressed by Eq.ill) as fol-
lows:

dT ,.d(Qt+Qz\ I
'- -dvdo qNu

R¡

&
&

*.[#.#J=- d(Qt+82) dvdo

dv¿o dT

döp

dT

(84)

(85)

(86)

Comparing Eqs. (85) and (l l) we have that

Iv- . d(Qt+Qzl I
' dV¿o gN¡"

In order to evaluate 7 for our samples, we employ Eqs.
(10) and (l l) for Q1 and Q2 from which we obtain

d(Qt+Q2l _ ¡,

-7r^ 
: -faqeNo(V¿s-V7)lt/22qeNo

l/2
2qeNo

V¿o-Yr

For example, in our device B-lO, Nd:3xl02l m-3,
e: ll.8eo, Ydo-0.32 V, and N¡-(6-8)X 1gt5 rn-2.y-l
at the equilibrium Fermi-level position (=.E', + 0.5 eV)
from which we obtain y-0.6.
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